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Abstract 

The master‟s thesis offers complex and critical evaluation of Lesy Mesta Levoca, 

spol. s r.o. functioning.  The analysis is focused on company‟s strategy, competitive 

position and financial health of the company. Financial analysis is based on quarterly 

accounting statements in the period from 2004 till 2010. On basis of analyses‟ results the 

thesis offers recommendations that could lead to better position of the company in future. 

 

Abstrakt 

Diplomová práca podáva komplexné a kritické zhodnotenie chodu spoločnosti Lesy 

Mesta Levoča, spol. s r.o. Analýza sa zameriava na firemnú stratégiu , konkurenčné 

postavenie spoločnosti a jej finančné zdravie. Finančná analýza je založená na štvrťročných 

účtovných výkazoch v období rokov 2004 až 2010. Na základe výsledkov analýz práca 

podáva návrhy a odporúčania, ktoré by mohli viesť k lepšiemu postaveniu spoločnosti 

v budúcnosti. 
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Executive Summary 

Purpose 

The master‟s thesis is focused on complex analysis of Lesy Mesta Levoca, spol. s 

r.o. functioning. The aim is to review firm‟s business background, its strategy, behaviour, 

and consequently analyse its financial health by usage of common financial analysis tool. 

Finally, the last section should offer recommendations to gain better industrial position and 

increase financial health. The thesis should be conducive for company‟s management.  

Approach 

The thesis is structured to two major analytical parts. The first, offers the complex 

view on firm‟s performance. It is attained by implementation of organisational structure 

analyses, SWOT analyses, Value chain analyses and Porter‟s five forces model. 

Organisational structure analyses shows company‟s work-flow, empowerment, 

communication channels and roles. SWOT analysis is based on complex knowledge of the 

company. It shows the critical areas that the company should evolve or minimize. Value 

chain analysis shows the common and critical areas for competitive advantage within LML 

and whole industry. Porter‟s 5 forces model is the deepest analyses of the company‟s 

environment and it explains rivalry and threats within the industry.  The second section 

implements the most common financial analysis tools to record company‟s financial 

performance. The absolute indices and differential indices analyses as well as differential, 

rentability, liquidity, debt, efficiency analyses are used. Lastly, the system of indices 

analysis is done. 

Findings 

The last chapter of the diploma thesis offers recommendations for the company that 

are based on application of previously mentioned tools. The company does not utilize its 

potential sufficiently. The company is in good financial condition with possibility to grow. 

However, the enlargement would evoke higher risk for the company, what shareholder does 

not want to undergo.  
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Introduction 

 

“Rivals can easily copy your improvements in quality and efficiency. But they should not be 

able to copy your strategy – what distinguishes your company from all the rest.”
1
 

 

The functioning of all companies is based on its strategy and approaches to internal 

as well as external processes. The strategy is usually the cornerstone that positions the 

company in the market. It should lead to as high as possible competitive advantage. The 

analysis of company‟s functioning is proper approach how to look complexly at firm‟s 

strategy and approaches to reach high competitive advantage. This master‟s thesis will offer 

such complex and critical view on Slovak company performance that operates in forest 

industry. 

The company Lesy Mesta Levoca, spol. s r.o. is a limited company that offered 

proper materials and sufficient time for interviews related to complex analysis. The analysis 

of the company is split into three major sections. The first - analysis of the company‟s 

performance will offer the critical view on firm‟s performance and its approaches to gain a 

competitive advantage against its rivals. The second section is financial analysis that will 

deeply analyse company‟s finances by usage of most common financial analysis 

techniques. The last third part will summarize all found aspect of company‟s functioning 

and what competitive advantages does it have. There will be offered also a view on most 

critical areas and recommendations what the company should take into account.  

The purposes of this master‟s thesis are various. The first is that the company can be 

evaluated as small company. Its employees do not have a free time for complex view on 

their performance and thus they do not see weaknesses of their behaviour. The second is 

                                                 
1
 (21) PORTER, M.E.  What is strategy?. Harvard Business Review On Point, November-

December 1996, (cited form p.1)    
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that the company‟s director is author‟s father and author would like to help him to find 

these critical areas of his management. To sum up the previous, the major aim of this 

master thesis is to discover company‟s strategy, behaviour and financial condition with 

focus on competitive advantage. 
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1 Theoretical basis of the work 

According to McCarthy (2003), there exists an agreement that small companies (e.g. 

those having fewer than 50 full-time employees) perform through a reduced resource base 

than larger organizations. Such companies work with greater flexibility and shorter 

response times, suffer lower fixed costs, focus primarily on niche markets, and carry out 

more limited environmental scanning and formal strategizing. A common misconception is 

that, for the small firm, there is no strategy and that the firm will function under the owner 

or manager intuition, experience and instinct. (20)  

1.1 Common analysis 

1.1.1 Organizational structure and strategy 

Regarding organizational structure theory it is crucial to explain a few key terms 

that describe specific aspects of business organization practices.  

According to companies‟ business size, Jones (2006) splits companies into three 

basic groups in his book Organizational theory, design, and change. The theory is based on 

the number of employees firms employ. In the first group are companies that have up to 50 

employees. In common they are known as small enterprises. The second group are firms 

with up to 250 employees, usually known as medium sized enterprises. The last group 

represents businesses with more than 250 employees. (10) 

The basic building blocks in organizational structures are organizational roles. 

These are a set of task-related behaviours required of a person on a position. All 

companies‟ employees should have a role and competencies to bring the company values. 

The roles are split into separate areas based on competencies what is pre-requisite for 

organizational structure. The organizational structure can be expressed as the formal system 

of task and authority relationships that control how employees coordinate their actions and 

use resources to achieve organizational goals. For any organization, an appropriate 
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organizational structure is one that facilitates effective responses to problems of 

coordination and motivation. (10) 

Some organizations perceive organizational structures as confidential but most of 

them do not. As Fontaine C.W (2007) explains, it is proper to express organizational 

structure advantage in relation to competitive advantage. Competitive advantage is the 

ability of certain company to outperform another because its managers are able to create 

more value from resources they have. Competitive advantage springs from core 

competencies, managers‟ skills and abilities in value creation activities such as 

manufacturing, research and development, managing new technology, or organizational 

design and change. Core competencies allow a company to develop a strategy to 

outperform competitors and produce better products, or same products with lower prices. 

(6) 

Based on this, the strategy is the specific pattern of decisions and actions that 

managers take, to use core competencies and to achieve a competitive advantage to 

outperform competitors. The way managers create organizational structure is an important 

determinant for value creation and implementation of strategy. (10) 

1.1.2 Differentiation of organizational structure 

Differentiation is the process by which an organization allocates employees and 

resources to organizational tasks. It is also the process how company establishes the task 

and relationships that allow achieving its goals. According this, it is important to add that it 

is also the system of communication in the company. Every organizational structure can be 

analyzed in two ways of differentiation: vertical and horizontal dimension. (17) (34)  

The vertical dimension refers to hierarchy of authority. That means the system of 

decision making and empowerment within a company. However, span of control is difficult 

to quantify, because it varies upon the type of organization and processes within it. (6) 

Regarding span of control two concepts are known: tall and flat organizational structures. 

The following Figure 1 and Figure 2 capture differences between them. The tall 

organizational structure has more hierarchy levels against flat organizational structure. The 
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main difference is in number of middle managers that control company processes.  The 

ratio between middle management and the lowest level in the company is higher in tall 

structures than within flat organizational structures. (6)  

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 1: Flat Organisational Structure (10) Figure 2: Tall Organisational Structure (10) 

 

The ideal number of hierarchical levels can be explained by the principle - minimum 

chain of commands. It means that the company should be as flat as possible and top 

managers should be evaluated for their ability to monitor and control its activities with 

minimum middle managers. It should ensure fewer communication misunderstandings, 

better motivation and decrease of costs. (10)  

Jones (2006) offers an interesting research finding that concerns the relationship 

between organizational size and hierarchy levels. The research has found out that 

companies with up to 1,000 employees have usually around 4 hierarchy levels and the 

number of levels rises rapidly. On the other hand, the number of levels rises slowly within 

the companies with more than 3000 employees. (10) The following figure 3 shows the 

research. 
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Figure 3: Number of employees vs. Number of hierarchical levels (10, cited from p.119) 

 

Horizontal dimension of differentiation refers to the approach by which an 

organization groups tasks into roles and roles into subunits such as functions. Horizontal 

differentiation establishes the division of labour that enables people in an organization to 

become more specialized and productive what increases their ability to create the value. 

(10) 

Horizontal differentiation is the basis for defining 3 basic types of organizational 

structures.  

 Functional structure 

 Divisional structure 

 Matrix structure 

 

Functional structure 

Functional structure is the bedrock of horizontal differentiation. An organization 

sorts tasks into functions to increase the effectiveness of company‟s production or services. 

The company groups roles upon similar skills, expertise and use of same resources. 

Different roles emerge as a company grows and new tasks occur. For example in small 
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companies the managers may hire for certain external company, such as accounting, but in 

larger companies it would not be effective. The functional organizational structure disposes 

advantages as well as disadvantages. (6) (10) 

The main advantage of this typology is centralized decision making. Functional 

structures foster stability and efficiency in the company. Every employee should know his 

responsibilities and path of empowerment. The deep specialization is an assumption in 

these organizations. (6)  

The most common issues that occur regarding functional strategies are control, 

communication, measurement and strategic problems. As an organization grows and 

differentiates its production or services, the control of task increases. For example, it 

becomes difficult for sales & marketing department to provide the in depth attention to new 

products simultaneously with sale of core company‟s portfolio. (17)  

The second problem is communication issue. Similarly to previous, as the company 

grows, each functional department becomes more separated to others. The solution in this 

field can be usage of more complex integrating mechanisms, as well as clearness of 

communication channels. (16)  

The last area is a problem of identification with company‟s strategy. Usually, most 

of employees tend to identify themselves with their respective departments but not so much 

with the organization as whole, its ideas or goals. The solution can be identified in better 

communication and increase of intra-company culture. (6) 

 

Divisional structure 

The divisional structure is mostly adopted in organizations where products are 

produced in many different locations. The purpose is to create smaller units for easier 

control. For example, an accounting department is functional structure just once. In 

divisional structure every division has its own department that is linked to the manager of 

the division and consequently to the company‟s headquarters. (10) 
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The proper example can be identified in Boeing Company. Boeing has three 

divisions: military aircraft, commercial airline and private aviation. Each of them has its 

own research & development department, production, and sales and accounting department. 

(6) 

The advantages of divisional organizational structures are  in higher effectiveness, 

increased control, profitable growth and internal labour market. Higher effectiveness is 

based on empowerment of divisional managers that are able to manage the divisions easier. 

Control is narrowly connected to previous. Knowing that divisional managers must answer 

to top managers, they try to pursuit staff in divisions deeper and by this get higher 

efficiency. The last most significant advantage of divisional structures is internal labour 

market. It is based on principal of same positions in every division, what enables rotations 

of employees. (10) 

The most significant disadvantage of the divisional structures are bureaucratic costs. 

The purpose is in duplication of activities within the company.  Based on this, high costs 

should be continuously measured and compared to organization benefits. If benefits 

decrease, the company should reduce the size of corporate divisions or to decrease the costs 

of its support functions that are same in every area. (6) (10) 

 

Matrix structure 

Davis and Lawrance (1971) perceive the matrix organizational structures as a result 

of search for better and faster ways to develop products and respond to customer need. It 

groups employees in two dimensions, by function and by product. (10) The middle 

managers, e.g. the marketing managers for Norway, report directly to middle managers in 

charge of Norway as well as managers of global marketing. (8) 

According to Burns‟ (2007) research, the matrix organizational structures have three 

significant advantages over two previously explained structures. The first is reduction of 

functional barriers. It enables to share knowledge and responsibilities across the 

organization and consequently tasks may be done more efficiently. The involvement of 
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employees is perceived as extremely high. The second advantage has been identified in 

better communication across organization. Functional specialists in various areas can learn 

more from the others and it is easier to learn from others as well as participate on projects 

across the organization.  Narrowly connected to this is third advantage – efficiency. The 

employees are highly involved to many different projects. (6) (8) (10) 

The main disadvantage of matrix organizational structures is in lack of clearly 

defined hierarchy of authority. Based on this, many misunderstanding and problems with 

empowerment may occur.  The organizations with matrix organizational structures require 

high level of management development. (10) 

There exist several different forms of organizational structures that may be 

implemented in entrepreneurship, e.g. horizontally linked structures. However, most of 

them are mixtures of previously mentioned basic types. Several typologies may be also in 

entrepreneurship at once. Thus the organization may have a multidivisional structure with 

more than one typology. The following Figure 4 shows a multidivisional structure in which 

each division has a different structure. (6) 

 

Figure 4: Typologies of Organisational Structures (10, cited from p.156) 
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1.2 Analysis of organization’s functioning 

1.2.1 SWOT analysis 

One of the tools used in this diploma thesis will be the SWOT analysis. It can be 

defined as follows: “The purpose of SWOT analysis is to identify strategies that fit or 

match organization‟s resources and capabilities to the demands of environment in which 

organizations compete.”
2
 SWOT is the acronym for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 

and threats. All these are in common split into two areas: Analysis of internal environment 

and Analysis of external environment. (25) 

 

Analysis of internal environment - Strengths 

Analysis of strengths offers the deep view on company‟s advantages. These 

represent positive factors in business performance and significantly influence its prosperity 

and efficiency. The strengths can be understood as crucial and critical advantages against 

firm‟s competitors. (2) 

The most common strengths areas have been identified as follows (25): 

 cost advantages 

 good brand name and reputation 

 better advertising channels 

 product innovation skills 

 superior technological equipment 

 

 

 

                                                 
2
 RITSON, N. Strategic Management. Book Boon, 2008. 55p. ISBN 978-87-76814175. 

(cited from p.2) 
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Analysis of internal environment – Weaknesses 

Definition of weaknesses is often understood as an opposite to strengths. In another 

words, weaknesses are areas where can be identified company‟s disadvantage against its 

competitors. The examples of most common weaknesses within companies are offered. (2) 

 weak market image 

 weak supply chain and logistics 

 high fixed and variable costs 

 too narrow product line 

 

Analysis of external environment - Opportunities 

Opportunities brings the company potential benefit. By its utilization the company 

can gain the competitive advantage or additional financial resources. The critical is to 

identify and to implement the opportunities into the company‟s production processes. 

Opportunities in business are often identified as follows. (2) (25) 

 ability to expand 

 ability to transfer skills or know-how to other portfolio 

 complacency among rivalry companies 

 emerging new technologies 

 

Analysis of external environment - Threats 

Threats can be understood as “a challenge posed by an unfavourable trend or 

development that would lead, in the absence of defensive market action, to lower sales or 

profit.”
3
 (14) 

 

                                                 
3
 KOTLER P. and  KELLER K. Marketing Management. 12th edition. New Jersey: 

Pearson Prentice Hall, 2006. 729p. ISBN 0-13-145757-8. (cited from p. 54) 
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The examples of the most common threats are as follows. (2) 

 enter of new lower cost competitors 

 rising sales of substitutes 

 natural threats 

 changing buyer needs 

 demographic changes 

 regulatory 

All companies should try to increase and develop strengths, to throttle weaknesses, 

follow up opportunities and eliminate influence of threats (14). 

The following Figure 5 captures the process of SWOT analysis and elaboration of 

qualitative research of company‟s performance. This concept will be adopted in the 

diploma thesis to get a deep view on company‟s business. (25) 

 

Figure 5: SWOT analysis (25, cited from p.23) 
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1.2.2 Value Chain Model 

The prerequisite for competitive advantage identification is definition of firm‟s 

value chain in particular industry. All companies dispose individual value chain activities. 

Porter‟s tool for its analyses – the Value Chain Model – is a systematic way of examining 

all the activities within concrete organization to understand its competitive advantage. The 

value chain splits firm into its strategically relevant activities. The purpose is to understand 

the behavior of costs and potential resources of differentiation. The competitive advantage 

of certain firm is based on performing these strategically important activities cheaper than 

other rivals. (21) 

Value chain activities can be divided into two basic areas, primary activities and 

support activities. Primary activities are activities physically involved in creation of any 

product. Support activities enhance primary activities by providing purchased inputs, 

technology, human resources, and some other activities related to the business. (22) 

 

Primary activities 

There exist five categories of primary activities in Value chain model that focus on 

competitive advantages in any industry. The categories are known as follows. (22) 

 Inbound logistics 

The activities connected with receiving, storing, and disseminating inputs to 

products. For example material handling, warehousing, inventories, etc. 

 Operations 

Activities directly associated with transforming inputs into the final 

products, such as assembly, packaging, machining, testing, etc.  

 Outbound logistics 

Processes linked with collecting, storing, and distribution the products to 

customers, such as finished goods warehousing, material handling, 

deliveries, scheduling, etc. 
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 Marketing and Sales 

These activities are associated with channels between producer and buyer. 

The core areas are promotion, sales force, quoting, channel selection, 

pricing, etc. 

 Service 

The last area of primary activities in value chain model is service. These are 

activities that add value to buyers, enhance or maintain the value of products 

bought, e.g. installation, repair, training, parts supply, product adjustment, 

etc. 

Each industry has its own crucial areas and activities that are more developed and 

vital to competitive advantage. (22) 

 

Support activities 

Each category of four support activities can be split into a number of distinct 

activities that are specific for a certain industry. Porter (1985) splits these activities as 

follows. (22) 

 Procurement 

Procurement is directly connected to the function of purchasing inputs, not 

to the purchase of inputs itself. In common, procurement is spread 

throughout a firm. Some items are purchased by original purchasing 

department, others are purchased by plant managers or even office 

managers.  

 Technology development 

This area of support activities consists of processes that can be sorted into 

efforts to improve the production processes. This area is usually connected 

to research and development department or engineering department. The 

activities in this area are often crucial for competitive advantage. 
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 Human resources (HR) management 

HR activities are directly associated with recruiting, hiring, training, 

development and compensation of all staff. It affects competitive advantage 

because it influences the level of skills, motivation, costs of hiring and 

training within the company. 

 Firm infrastructure 

This area is based on number of activities e.g. general management, 

planning, finance, controlling, quality management, etc. It is sometimes 

perceived as an “overhead” but it can be a powerful source of competitive 

advantage.  

To define a competitive advantage of the firm it is necessary to define comapny‟s 

value chain for in a particular industry, firstly. The following Figure 6 shows complete 

value chain model that will be adopted in this diploma thesis for identification critical areas 

the company has to face. (22) 

 

 

Figure 6: Value Chain Model (22, cited from p.136) 

 

As shown in the Figure 6, the Value chain consists of separate blocks. However, the 

processes within a company are interdependent. Linkages among activities are important 

for elaboration proper analysis of firm‟s competitive advantage. (21) 
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1.2.3 Porter five forces model 

The strategies are elaborated by people to reach objectives and goals. They support 

business processes on way with a number of competitive or influencing subjects. (22)  

The system of competition has been set by Michael Porter in his five forces model 

of competitiveness. The success of company‟s business is based on the strength of these 

forces and reaction of the company to them. The strengths have been classified as captured 

in the Figure 7 below. (23) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Porter Five Forces Model (23) 

 

The strengths vary from industry to industry and company. In industries where the 

five forces are not so strong, such as pharmaceuticals, soft drinks, etc. many competitors 

reach interesting returns. However, in the industries with high pressure of forces, such as 

rubber, steel industries, few firms command attractive profits. (22)  
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Porter‟s essential message can be understood by following explanation. The 

industries where the five forces are high are not as attractive as the industries with weaker 

influences and lower competition. (10) 

The aim of competitive strategy for companies is to find a position in the industry 

where they could best defend themselves against these competitive forces. Regarding this, 

the suitable position is also where the company can influence the forces in its favor. (22)  

 

Threat of Entry 

The threat of entry depends on barriers to entry for potential rivals. If barriers are 

high and the newcomers can expect the strong reaction of contemporary companies, the 

threat of entry is perceived as low. Porter has set six major areas of barriers to entry the 

market. (22) 

Economies of scale 

Economies of scale are extremely high in certain industries, e.g. automotive 

industry. It is based on declines in unit costs of a product as the absolute volume per period 

increases. In another words it can be understood that for new entrants it is too expensive 

produce in low amounts and almost impossible to produce similar volume as present 

companies. (9) (22) 

Product differentiation 

Product differentiation is basically related to brand identification and customer 

loyalty.  The effort to enter into such an industry usually needs start-up losses and often 

takes a long period to set down. Product differentiation has been discovered by Porter 

mainly in baby care products, cosmetics, investment banking and brewery industry, where 

it is narrowly connected to the economies of scale issue. (22) 
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Capital Requirements 

The need of high financial resources in the beginning of business creates a barrier 

for new entrants, too. Capital may be often necessary not only for production equipment, 

but also for things like customer credit, inventories or covering start-up losses. For 

example, the company XEROX created the entry barrier when it chose to rent copiers 

rather than sell them outright, what consequently increased the need for working capital. (9) 

(22) 

Switching costs 

Another area of entry barriers are switching costs. Those are one-time costs the 

buyer must pay if he wants to change supplier. Porter in his book Competitive advantage 

explain featured them as costs of technical help, new equipment product redesign or even 

psychic costs. (22) 

Access to distribution channels 

A limited capacity within distribution channels limits access to the industry. For 

example producers of new products must persuade retailers to offer a free space in the 

fiercely competitive supermarket shelves. (7) 

Cost disadvantages independent of scale 

Usually, the newcomers have to face current competitors‟ advantages like 

proprietary technologies, better access to raw materials, more suitable locations, 

government subsidies, etc. Critical for current competitors is to monitor the market and 

opportunities for new entrants. This performance is proper for early detection of higher new 

entrants‟ threat. (7) 
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Threat of substitutes 

“Identifying substitute products is a matter of searching for other products that can 

perform the same function as the product of the industry.”
4
 Presence of substitutes 

represents threat for the company, because in the case that substitutes are offered for 

relatively low price, the buyers may switch to the competitor. (7)  

The company faces the substitute threat when the customer cost of switching is 

lower, substitute product is better in quality and functionality, and user feels more 

comfortable with using substitutes. (23) 

 

The bargaining power of buyers 

Buyers have the possibility to pressure on prices within the market. By forcing 

down prices, bargaining power of buyers rises. However, the force can be not just on 

prices, but also quality, amount of products produced, services connected to sale of 

products, etc. (22)  

On the other hand, the bargaining power of buyers decreases, when products tend to 

be undifferentiated and widely available. Discounts, extended warranty and services can be 

requested in higher volume. According to this, the companies should monitor the 

competitors strategies. Proper approach can be an implementation of CRM processes. (23) 

 

The bargaining power of suppliers 

Firm‟s suppliers are those units that supply organization with what it needs to 

produce goods or services. The high bargaining power is closely related to several areas 

like, high switching costs, high concentration of suppliers or narrow scale of raw products 

needed for firm‟s final products. Suppliers are often perceived as company‟s producing 

                                                 
4
 (22) PORTER, M.E. Competitive Advantage. New York : The Free Press, 1985. 559 p. 

ISBN 0-684-84146-0. cited from p.23 
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some raw materials. However, labor is also recognized as a supplier. If in the labor market 

is absence of skilled potentials, the bargaining power of workers is relatively high. (22) 

 

The rivalry among the existing competitors 

This kind rivalry occurs because one or more competitors may feel the pressure of 

market or may see the opportunity for expansion. Porter explains also the term mutual 

dependency. “… competitive moves by one firm have noticeable effects on its competitors 

and thus may incite retaliation or efforts to counter the move; that is, firms are mutually 

dependent.”
5
 The following articles express the most common influences on rivalry within 

the industries. 

Numerous or Equally Balanced competitors 

The instability and relatively high competition may be recognized in the industries 

where are many companies producing closely similar products. The rivalry is also where 

few companies are, but they are relatively balanced in terms of size and perceived 

resources. (22) 

Slow industry growth 

Slow industry growth evokes competition into a “market share game.” The 

companies within the industry expect that they can improve their results not just by keeping 

up with the industry. (22) 

High fixed or storage costs 

High fixed costs create pressures on companies to fill capacities. This often leads to 

rapidly price cutting when excess capacity is present. In case of high fixed costs, the 

storage of such products is too costly. Companies will be vulnerable to temptations to 

decrease prices to ensure sales in such environment. (22) 

                                                 
5
 (22) PORTER, M.E. Competitive Advantage. New York: The Free Press, 1985. 559 

p. ISBN 0-684-84146-0. (cited from p. 5) 
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Lack of differentiation or Switching Costs 

The differentiation can be understood on example of commodity production or near 

commodity products. The commodity is everywhere almost the same character, with some 

small differences. Buyers have big opportunity to change supplier because of similar 

product characteristics. Consequently there is an influence on prices what results in high 

rivalry among companies. (22) 

High exit barriers 

Exit barriers can be recognized as economic, strategic and emotional factors that 

effort companies to compete even though they may earn low or have a negative return on 

investment. Thus, high exit barriers forces companies to stay in business and compete. The 

major exit barriers are often following: production of specialized assets, fixed costs of exit, 

strategic interrelationships, government restrictions, etc. (22) 

 

1.3 Financial analysis 

1.3.1 Purposes of financial analysis 

There exist many various explanations of financial analysis. For purposes of this 

diploma thesis will be used following definitions.  

The financial analysis represents systematical analysis of gathered data which are 

mainly captured in financial statements. Financial analysis includes evaluation of 

company‟s history, presence, and tries to predict future development. (27) 

Generally, the purpose of financial analysis is to identify financial health of the 

company with focus on weaknesses that could represent threats for future company‟s 

functioning. On the other hand, crucial is also to identify strengths that could be corner-

stones for firm‟s functioning. (12) 
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Financial analysis that shows financial situation in a company should be a complex 

frame of all its activities. The analysis should cover the value and quality of the production, 

the level of marketing and trade activities and technologies equipment within the 

production processes as well as other various support activities. (5)  

1.3.2 Resources for financial analysis 

According to Dluhosova (2006) financial resources may be grouped into three 

areas: 

 Financial information – financial statements, annual reports, prognoses made 

by financial analysts, etc. 

 Quantified non-financial information -  internal statistics, norms, internal 

guidelines and directives 

 Qualified information- reports, comments, evaluations and prognoses (5) 

 

Konecny (2004) names these three groups as Accounting data, Other data and 

External data. Regarding previous, basic resource for financial analysis can be statement of 

finances. It can be elaborated to the last day of financial year, or as an extraordinary 

financial statement. However, in both cases it must include statement of financial position, 

profit and loss account. Usually, cash-flow statement is non-detachable part of financial 

statement. 

 

Statement of financial position (Balance sheet) 

Statement of financial position captures the state of company‟s assets and liabilities 

and ownership equity to fixed date (11).  

Profit & Loss Account 

Profit and Loss Account shows company‟s revenues, costs and incomes. (11) 
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Cash Flow statement 

Cash flow is flow figure that captures the difference between inflow and outflow of 

money within the company. (11) 

For data comparison is crucial the content of financial data. Time comparison is 

enabled by accountancy rule about constancy of methods. Space comparison is much more 

difficult, because various companies may implement different accountancy methods. (12) 

1.3.3 Financial analysis methods 

This chapter explains the basic tools and approaches of financial analysis that will 

be used in evaluation of financial health within the company Lesy Mesta Levoca spol. s r.o. 

1.3.4 Analysis of absolute indices 

1.3.4.1 Trend analysis 

Trend analysis, in other words horizontal analysis, captures differences in time 

horizons and line by line. The focus is on time changes within units The trend analysis is 

based on following formulas. (31) 

 

                                               

                      
               

               
 

 

1.3.4.2 Percentage analysis of components 

Percentage analysis of components is sometimes known as vertical analysis. The 

subjects of analysis are separate components compared to chosen basis, what is 100%. In 

case of balance sheet it is usually the sum of assets or liabilities. In terms of profit and loss 
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statement analysis the basis is usually revenues. The formula for vertical analysis is 

following. (31) 

           
         

     
     

1.3.5 Analysis of differential indices 

Differential indices are often called as fund of financial resources (financial funds). 

They help to show company‟s financial situation with focus on liquidity. (27) 

1.3.5.1 Net working capital 

Net working capital is the most common index that shows funding current assets of 

the company. Net working capital can be calculated in two ways. (27) 

 

Investor’s point of view 

                                                       

 

Managerial point of view 

                    

                                                      

 

The value of Net Working Capital expresses company‟s ability to pay. The higher it 

is, the higher should be company‟s possibility to pay its liabilities by sufficient liquidity. If 

the number is below 0, the company has uncovered debt. (12) 

1.3.5.2 Net available assets 

Net available assets index is based just on the assets with highest liquidity. The 

index takes into account just liabilities with the actual or older due date.  This index is more 
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realistic, because it excludes assets with lower liquidity. The formula for Net available 

assets calculation is following. (12) 

                                                                         

Available financial resources can be understood as money in bank accounts + cash, 

or less serious approach includes also cheques, securities etc. (12) 

1.3.6 Ratio analyses 

The ratio analysis is the most popular and the most spread method of financial 

analysis. It enables to get quick knowledge about basic financial characteristics of 

company. The ratio analysis can be understood as a sieve that assigns the critical areas for 

next deeper analysis. (32) Methods of ratio analysis are allocated to several groups, such as 

rentability, liquidity or indebtedness. 

1.3.6.1 Rentability ratios 

Rentability or Rate of return ratios measure the productiveness of invested capital 

that is necessary to evaluate in relation with liquidity and financial stability of the company. 

The company that tries to maximize its profits may get into troubles like over-debt or state 

of high stocks. On the other hand any company should not mortify its capital resources. 

(15) 

ROI – Return on Investment 

Return on Investment evaluates company‟s enterprise performance. In other words 

it measures the efficiency of capital invested. The formula used in this diploma thesis for its 

measurement is as follows. (32) 
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The final ROI values should be higher than 0.15, when the company in good 

position is. Acceptable are also values in 0.15 – 0.12 space. However, the critical values 

start to be if lower than 0.12. (32) 

 

ROA – Return on Assets 

This ratio can be understood in more ways. For purposes of this thesis it will 

compare Net Profit against total assets. (32) Its value is evaluated in comparison with 

industrial average. (43) Formula for ROA is following. 

    
           

            
 

 

ROE - Return on Equity 

Return on Equity is used to identify whether the equity brings the sufficient profits. 

For investor it is crucial that ROE should be higher than interests that would get by less 

dangerous investment. (32) 

    
          

      
 

Taking a long term view, the ROE value should be higher than ROA. (32) 

 

ROCE – Return on Capital Employed 

ROCE is focused on comparison of companies within industries, mainly public 

service corporations, such as telecommunication, water companies, etc. The measurement 

of this index is often understood in different meanings; however the most popular is 

following. (32) 
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ROS – Return on Sales 

Return on Sales compares net income against sales. The percentage should be 

growing, when the sales would bring the company higher profits. (32) 

     
          

     
 

1.3.6.2 Liquidity Ratios 

Liquidity represents the ability quickly and without significant loses to convert an 

asset to cash. Along with this, it is also a firm‟s ability to meet its short-term obligations. 

Insufficient liquidity leads also to disability to prosper from opportunities that may occur. 

(11)  

Cash Ratio 

Cash Ratio is calculated on most liquid basis. They are cash and money at bank 

accounts and sometimes also securities. (11) 

            
              

                   
 

The most proper value of cash ratio should be higher than one.  (5) 

 

Quick Ratio (Acid Test) 

The value of Quick Ratio should be higher than one. However, there exist two 

views on this issue. In case the ratio is 1:1, the company is able to pay its obligations 

without sale of inventories. The higher is value of Quick Ratio, the less favourable it is for 

investors, because the financial resources could be invested with higher interest. (27) 

According this, the proper values are in range of 1.0 – 1.5. (13) 
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Current Ratio 

Current ratio expresses the state how many times current assets cover current 

liabilities. The higher is its value, the more solvent is the company. The ideal value is 

among 1.5 – 2; in some cases up to 3. (27) The formula for its measurement is as follows. 

                
              

                   
 

 

Finally, it is significantly important to mention misrepresentation of these ratios, 

mainly Cash Ratio. All these ratios are based on balance sheet that captures the state to a 

certain day. However the company may easily manipulate with its financial resources by 

what it can adjust values of the ratios for better result. (11) 

 

1.3.6.3 Debt ratios 

Using external financial resources influence productiveness but also risk of 

entrepreneurship. (11) In real economy almost does not exist companies that would finance 

their functioning without external resources. (27) 

  

Total Debt Ratio 

Total debt ratio is basic index that shows the overall risk within the organization. 

The higher its value is, the higher risk creditors undergo. If it is higher than industrial 

average or 50%, companies have bigger problems to gather additional financial resources to 

increase its capital. (31) 
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According to Konecny (2004) survey, the value of total debt ratio up to 0.3 is 

perceived as low, in range 0.3-0.5 as average, and 0.5 – higher as risky. (13) 

 

Equity ratio 

Equity ratio represents financial independence of the company. It is a supplement to 

previous total debt ratio. Increase of equity ratio should represent increase of company‟s 

financial stability. (32) 

              
      

            
 

 

Interest Coverage Ratio 

Interest coverage ratio expresses how many times profit overreach interest 

expenses. If its value is one, the company spends all profit on interest expenses. Based on 

this, its value should be as high as possible, however at least 3. (32) 

                   
    

                
 

 

Debt Repayment Period 

The value of debt repayment period expresses number of years that the company 

would need to repay all its debts. The period should take approximately 3 years. The reality 

is usually around 4 years. (43) 
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Long term debt to total assets Ratio 

The ratio indicates what portion of assets is funded by long term liabilities. Long 

term debt should not be higher than 50%. (32) 

                                     
              

            
 

 

Financial Leverage Ratio 

Financial leverage is very useful ratio that confronts efficiency of company‟s assets 

to total equity, mainly external resources. Borrowed money may increase the company‟s 

production in case of lower interest costs. (43) 

                   
            

      
 

        

      
 

 

1.3.6.4 Efficiency ratios 

Productivity ratios measure company‟s ability to utilize invested financial resources. 

They are usually measured in number of turnovers duration or duration of turnovers. They 

answer the question how the company manages its assets and what influence on liquidity 

and rentability does it have. (27) 

Total assets turnover 

The index represents how many times assets turnover within one year. The values 

should fluctuate within 1.6 – 2.9. (13) 
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Inventory turnover 

Inventory turnover shows how many times is the unit stored and sold. The ratio 

captures the efficiency of inventories usage. The ratio is compared to industrial average. 

The proper state is if its value is higher than industrial average. It means the company does 

not have redundant illiquid inventories. (32) 

                   
     

         
 

 

Days’ sales in inventory 

This index is based on previous ratio. It shows number of days, when current assets 

are bound in stocks. Its value should be minimal. Just-in-Time approach is the method that 

shortens this period. (27) 

                         
        

                  
 

                 

     
 

 

Debtor’s days 

The index expresses the number of days in average, when payments from 

company‟s customers are expected. The number should decrease because every day evokes 

risk and the interests that the company could receive in other investment. (13) 

                          
                     

     
 

Creditor’s days 

The index is similar to previous one. However it is focused on firm.s credit period, 

what should be as long as possible. It offers company usage of the cheapest money (without 

interest). (13) 
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1.3.7 System of indices analysis 

For purposes of financial analysis are often elaborated complex analyses – models, 

too. These methods can be split into two major groups: hierarchical systems and 

purposefully selected groups of indicators. (5) 

The first group is based on systematic and mathematically interconnected analyses. 

They are usually pyramidal-decomposition systems, such as Du-Pont system. The second 

group evaluations are usually focused on analyses with one result. The examples are 

bankruptcy models like Altman Z-score, Taffler model, IN model or creditworthy models 

like Kralick‟s model, Tamari‟s model, etc. (27) 

 

Altman Index (Z-score) 

Professor Altman elaborated a bankruptcy forecast of 66 companies that were 

equally chosen, as in bankruptcy or none. The professor set a formula for complex health 

discover as follows. (5) 

Z= 0.717 A + 0.847 B + 3.107 C + 0.420 D + 0.998 E  

where:  A = Net Working Capital / Total Assets 

 B = Undistributed Profit / Total Assets 

 C = EBIT / Total Debts 

 D = Equity / Total Debts 

 E = Turnover / Total Assets 
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If the total value of Z-score is higher than 2.9 the company performs stably and 

without significant financial threats. The range between 1.2 and 2.9 is known as grey zone. 

The companies in such area are difficult to analyse and to set their future economic 

positions. If the values of Z-score do not increase 1.2 the firms are threatened by high 

possibility of bankrupt. (31) 

 

IN01 index 

The index is similar to Z-score. It is set by the formula including debt, rentability, 

liquidity and activity ratios. However, the index is moderated to Czechoslovak conditions. 

(31) 

IN01 = 0.13 A + 0.04 B + 3.92 C + 0.21 D + 0.09 E 

where:  A = Total Assets / Total Liabilities 

 B = EBIT / Costs of Interest 

 C = EBIT / Total Assets 

 D = Earnings / Total Assets   

 E = Current Assets / Current Liabilities 

The value of IN01 should be higher than 1.77. Here the company creates value and 

is financially stable. The grey zone is in 0.75 – 1.77 range. The bankrupt threat occurs by 

the companies with IN lower than 0.75. (31) 

 

IN05 index 

The index is just modification of previous IN01 index. The crucial values of ranges 

are 1.6 and 0.9.  The company should not exceed 0.9 to be in relative safe position. (31) 
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2 Analysis of current situation 

2.1 Lesy Mesta Levoča, spol. s r.o. background 

The company Lesy Mesta Levoca, spol. s r.o. was established in 1994 as the limited 

company. The broader understanding of the company‟s major business is to protect and to 

farm the forests and nature environment in the Levoca‟s surrounding.  

The need for the company foundation occurred after restitution in the beginning of 

1990‟s. The nature fortune was refund from state‟s ownership to town‟s property. The 

municipal corporation decided to establish the company that will superintend the forests 

and land in town‟s possession. The only one shareholder of this company is right the town 

Levoca. Based on this the municipal corporation choose director and members of 

supervisory board every 4 years. Significantly important is to mention that nature properties 

are still town‟s property, not the asset of the LML. The company pays every year the rent 

for using public domain what should prevent depeculation of that. The other source of 

earnings for the city is corporate profit that is allocated among shareholder and company 

for future period. Regarding previous, the process of decision making in the company is 

fairly affected by politics and lobbying groups.  

Secondly, the significant impact on company‟s management and decision making 

has the range that composes of laws, norms and standards. These are deeply specific for 

forest industry, because they should guarantee long-term healthy farming in the nature. The 

company LML operates on 6.139 ha. Such an area is one of the largest in the country 

owned by one organisation. It consists of three separated units: 

 Town‟s forests 

 Parks and town verdancy 

 Levoca‟s pilgrim commons 
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2.1.1 The line of business 

As mentioned previously, the major focus of LML is to protect and to farm the 

forest and nature environment in Levoca‟s surrounding. The company has been identified 

as the company produces wooden staff – assortments. These are classified to three basic 

groups by quality of products with collateral production of pulpwood and firewood. The 

Figure 8 below shows the common state of production. Triangle represents the ratio of 

volume produced within the company. 

 

Figure 8: Classes of Assortments (Author) 

 

Production of wooden assortments is the major production range of the 

organisation. Consequently, with the highest production of C class assortments and 

pulpwood and firewood. Based on interviews with the jobber of the company, it was 

explained that this dominant position of the wood production will decrease in future, and 

the other actions such as nursery will increase in next periods. The purpose of the changes 

will be explained in following chapters of this diploma thesis.  

Seed-growing (nursery) is significant element of the company‟s production that has 

started to grow in recent years. The purpose of this can be found in years 2002 and 2004. 

The wind disaster hit Slovakia and large forest areas were destroyed. That resulted in 

enormous volume of wood mining in the country. The volume of wood mined started to 

culminate and large areas without trees have occurred in the end of 2010. Seed-growing 
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should help to decrease the expenses on seeds that are one of the most needed inputs in the 

company. 

The toll shooting and hunting is another group that can be identified in firm‟s 

production. However it creates just small part of company‟s business so it will not be 

analysed deeply. This area includes wild animals‟ protection, feeding, but also shooting 

them. The financial sources earned from the toll shooting are subsequently invested in the 

flora and fauna protection. 

2.2 Contemporary organizational structure analysis 

The layout of contemporary organisational structure is the outcome of several 

changes that has been done during almost 20 years of the company‟s existence. The 

company LML is the independent unit, which 100% shareholder is town Levoca. The firm 

is not the parent company for any other business as well as it is not the subsidiary of other 

corporation. The company employs 23 employees.  

The director of the company is elected for 4-years periods, usually short time after 

elections to autonomy. The director is responsible for complex run of the company‟s 

business. He accounts for managing to board of trustees and Municipal Corporation twice a 

year. The competency of him is to summon general meeting twice a year, too. It is 

observance of firm‟s direction that was elaborated in collaboration with shareholder. The 

director of the company communicates to all employees and classifies their roles.  

The optional authority in limited companies is board of trustees. As the LML is the 

company superintended the municipal‟s assets, the supervisory body has been codified. It 

composes of three members who are nominated by the town. The creation of board of 

trustees can be perceived as proper step to control the company‟s performance and to avoid 

undesirable performance  

As mentioned previously, the organizational structure was developing from the 

beginning of the company. The effects on company were heterogeneous. They can be split 

to three groups.  
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The first and most influencing was the change of firm‟s requirements in production. 

The second group can be identified as economic changes in the company. During the firm‟s 

execution there were more successful either worse years. The crucial for its performance 

were prices of wood in the market. The last group can be identified as the lobbying or even 

political influences. All these groups will be classified deeper in the next analysis of this 

diploma thesis (SWOT analysis). 

The following Figure 9 captures contemporary organizational structure of LML. 

The numbers in brackets express number of employees by position. According to the 

theoretical postulates it can be classified as the combination of functional and divisional 

organizational structure. The core competencies of the director have been explained. The 

next section will explain the mission of all departments and their main tasks. 

 

Figure 9: LML Organisational Structure (45) 
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The figure 9 expresses the empowerment into three main sections: Department of 

Sale, Production department and Department of Economy. Whilst the production 

department is based on divisional concept other two departments are functionally based. 

This classification can be perceived as properly chosen, because the company operates in 

two different locations and all roles have to be duplicated.  

The Department of Sales covers sale and shipments. Employees in this department 

should have a profile of skilled person with the praxis in forestry, ideally with the forest 

education and orientation on trade. However, its employees are not responsible for 

searching new customers, but just for contact with buyers during off-load and payment. 

Searching of new customers is main role of the director.  

This state can be perceived as not ideal. The reason is that the director has too many 

responsibilities, mainly coordination of whole production. There is less time for searching 

new sales opportunities simultaneously with control and managing the company. According 

to the interviews with director as well as head economist that were focused also on 

searching new customers and production as whole, the ideal state would be to share the 

competencies to these referees of sale.  

The second section, the Production Department is the largest one within LML. The 

core person is the general engineer. He manages both company‟s divisions – Levoca and 

Dolina. General engineer should be the person with forest education and at least 10 years 

experiences in similar position and industry. The pre-requisite is the ability to manage large 

team and knowledge of production processes in relation with wood mining. This position is 

the closest to the director of the company regarding competences and requirements.  

The competencies and activities are split by company‟s zonation. According to 

Jones (2006) that is the prerequisite for classification the organizational structure as 

divisional. Each area has its own manager – forest engineer who supervises and coordinates 

production and simultaneously all lower positions. Forest engineers are responsible for 

identification of necessities and requirements in the entrusted area, coordination of foresters 

and every-day divisions‟ activities.  
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As mentioned above, both divisions have the same structures that are based on 

functional but also divisional basis. The foresters working in these positions are 

distinguished by the area they manipulate in. However the roles and competencies are 

similar. Foresters are the entities working in countryside mainly. They are responsible for 

classification of inbarks, manipulation, storage and shipment. Further they are responsible 

for country care including animals care. 

According to the first division, it is necessary to explain two more positions. As 

mentioned previously, company runs the tree nursery (seed-growing). The area requires the 

responsible self-motivated person. This type of business is highly different from other 

common operations regarding wood exploitation. The position requires the professional 

who has the knowledge of agriculture, forests, and proper technology. The company rotated 

several employees in this position, because it was difficult to recognize the proper 

candidate before employing in. The employee in the positions is required to make a 

research and to choose the proper portfolio and technology to farm the tree nursery.  

The forest care is the continuous process where entities work really close-knit. The 

communication across the whole organizational structure is significantly important in this 

company and employees are required to share the information in time. That secures the 

sales of proper products to all customers, even if the product (the wood) is not located in 

the location expected. The advantage of the company is that it does not employ many 

foresters and engineers in the previously mentioned 2 departments. 

The last, slightly different unit is the Department of Economy. Presently, it employs 

the Head economist, economist, referee for wages and HR (pay-clerk), and referee for 

supply, stocks and transportation. The head economist is responsible for whole agenda and 

knows all relations in the company, to better understand requirements of the company as 

well as the market. In praxis, the person on this position is keying for the company.  

According to the LML‟s organizational structure, it is significantly important to 

mention other employment type in the company. The firm‟s production is seasonable. It 

allows employ tradesmen just for couple of months yearly. The contracts depend on 

weather conditions and the company‟s needs. The major tradesmen group are sawyers. 
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They are allocated in various country areas and they are responsible for wood exploitation. 

Rangers (foresters) step into the process simultaneously with wood exploitation.  

The second group of tradesman are people working on agreement. Usually they are 

the people who depurating the forest after the wood mining. In the season of vegetal 

standstill they plant nurselings. This group of workers has been highly eliminated in the last 

5 years. The company employed over 100 hundred workers (3-4 workgroups) in unskilled 

labour before the crisis. Presently, just one group of maximum 20 people works in LML. 

Regarding theoretical basis of this master‟s thesis it is necessary to look critically on 

LML‟s contemporary organizational structure. As mentioned in the beginning of this 

chapter, the company‟s organizational structure can be understood as functionally-

divisional structure. The production department performs on divisional basis with its 

offices in Levoca and Dolina. The structure of the company seems to be applied properly 

and in relation with company‟s needs and processes. In accordance to interviews with the 

director, the most problematic area is control and defining of responsibilities. This was 

identified as the major issue within functional structures. (22)  

The whole chapter is based on author‟s analysis of company‟s statements as well as 

interviews with company‟s management.  

2.3 SWOT analysis 

The following analysis offers complex view on the company as unit and its 

performance to get a competitive advantage. The following analysis is also based on 

interviews with company managers, mainly head of economic department and the director. 

The analysis below should capture the common behavior of the company. 

2.3.1 Strengths 

Flexibility  

The company employs 23 stable employees. As mentioned earlier, according to this 

number it can be classified as small company. Jones G.R. (2006) claims, this is the 
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assumption for easier coordination and consequently simpler adaptation to market 

conditions.  The core company‟s business, production and sale of wood products is highly 

dependent on market prices. In comparison to the biggest player, such Lesy SR, s.p. is, the 

company can set the prices from customer to customer in short time. Lesy SR, s.p. is state-

owned enterprise with more than 3,500 employees. (37) 

 It is more difficult to manage such a company and to be up-to-date. The size of 

company influences its actions, even more if negotiations are based on good longstanding 

customers, where prices are set by goodwill of partners, too. (10) 

 

Longstanding customers 

Lesy Mesta Levoca, spol. s r.o. is the company operating in central European 

region. The main customers are longstanding partners. Usually they subscribe the wood 

products on daily basis. (44) The company‟s assortments vary quickly in time. According 

to this, the company‟s director states, it is important to have narrow relations with partners 

who are asked about product supplies in short time. The same principal works vice-versa. 

The director explained: “Partners often ask the company‟s management to deliver proper 

supplements in short time for their production. Long-term partnerships allow to meet 

halfway and to make a clear business.” (4) The sufficient amount of good partners offers 

the company‟s strength that helps secure company‟s business and to avoid increase of 

stocks. 

 

Proficiency 

Human resources are often evaluated as one of the crucial aspect for successful 

business. Description of LML organisational structure showed the ideal employees profiles 

at most of positions. Presently, all these are engaged by professionals with long term skills 

coinciding with company‟s requirements. As mentioned previously the company has 

overcome several changes what was the result of optimization in crisis period. The staff 
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reduction has been done on retirement and disciplinal basis. After this the residual positions 

competences have been enlarged by extinct positions‟ competences.  

 

High level of technology 

Forestry in Central European conditions is often perceived as the industry with low 

level of new technologies used. (28)  However even here, extended opportunities are 

accessible. Technology implemented in LML‟s production processes can be split into two 

groups.  

The first are manipulation devices. In contrast with other similar sized companies 

(urbars), LML has implemented the manipulation machines. It should help to increase 

efficiency of wood mining during the highest production period. The company have started 

to work with ropeways and blocks. The firm also started to outsource some production. 

(45) The Czech company disposing forest technique – harvesters and forwarders, bought 

the area of forest and started to mine in itself. That ensured the company faster production 

by disposing of limited technology.  

The second group of technology can be identified as IT. The company has started to 

use GPS devices for better positioning. The major benefit was during elaboration of forest 

farm plan for next years. The company‟s idea was also to implement Geographical 

information system, but as crisis occurred the investment had to be stopped. (45)  

 

Obtaining subsidies 

Company LML is very successful in obtaining money from European funds. The 

firm has already gathered over 1,000,000€ that were used for sanitation proceedings in 

forests as well as purchase of new technologies. (45) The projects regarding forest 

sanitation are refund 90% expenses. Maximum of 50% costs are refund for projects related 

to purchase of technology equipment. (39)(40) (41)  
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Own research & development 

As previously mentioned, LML runs own forest nursery where it cultivates proper 

nurselings. The advantages are various. The first is an economic aspect. The company saves 

financial sources against purchasing nurseling for reproduction of whole area. The average 

price for one nurseling is cca 0.13€/piece. (36) The company can produce it for less 

0.4€/piece. (Own research based on (45)) The second advantage is non-financial aspect: 

cultivation of nurselings that adapt easier to natural conditions which they grow in. Run of 

forest nursery will enable company dispose another competitive advantage, definitely in 

coming era of enormous reforestation. (44) 

2.3.2 Weaknesses 

Nature monocultures 

Forests surrounding Levoca compose mainly of spruce inbarks monocultures 

(coppices). Spruce makes approximately 80% of all wood kinds. (45) This is consequent of 

non-expert plant out in last century. The problem with monocultures has occurred after 

wind disasters and consequent forest calamities in the beginning of new millennium. 

Whirlwind in 2004 destroyed large areas of monocultures in the country, in High Tatras as 

well as in Levoca mountains. High amount of wood had to be mined in short time, what 

was technically impossible. It had the consequence of other disaster – debouch of insect 

that attack healthy forest inbarks. Almost whole forest in Dolina division was assaulted 

what had an influence on firm‟s production. 

 

Narrow portfolio 

As mentioned previously, the company‟s main product is spruce wood. It creates 

approximately 90% of total sales. The weakness of narrow portfolio has been conspicuous 

after disaster, because prices drop down rapidly. (33) Hand in hand went down company‟s 

incomes. Company has started to have serious financial problems with incomes what will 
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be analysed in next chapters of the diploma thesis. However, it is significantly important to 

emphasise that it is based on narrow portfolio. (45) 

 

Decrease of production 

The production of the company has been in enormous amount in recent years what 

was the effect of disasters. But the sources are limited and it is not possible to continue in 

this trend long term. The company‟s production goes down 23% in 2011, and it plans to 

decrease the production another 20% in 2012. It is rapid decrease what will have an effect 

on the whole company business. (44) 

 

Motivation & Nepotism 

The other problem field of the company can be identified in outbound deliveries and 

loading of lorries.  It is highly problematic to supervise all loads. They are often distorted 

and numbers are much lower than really are. Rangers work for low salaries, so this is the 

way how they can get to additional money. The company‟s management knows about this 

problem, so controls are made frequently. However, it is still the problem to motivate 

rangers to be honest and not to practise nepotism with business associates. (44) 

 

2.3.3 Opportunities 

Previously mentioned decrease of production evokes the need for other company 

activities. The company will need to look around for other opportunities to eliminate the 

rapid decrease of production. The following articles offer the view on possible field where 

the company could start to perform. The following supposals were found out in author‟s 

consultations with company‟s management during elaboration of this master‟s thesis. 
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Production of biomass 

The long time idea in the company is to utilize the scrap-heap caused by production. 

It is mainly brushwood and bark that are not processed efficiently in next production. 

Usually these are collected and burned up or rotten. Sale of wood chip could possibly 

increase company‟s incomes, employment in region and consequently ecological status of 

the company. The company could also think about advanced level regarding usage of scrap-

heap. But this would need additional expenses that the company‟s management does not 

want to allow. The second problem related to biomass issue is expected decrease of 

production. With lower exploitation goes hand in hand lower production of scrap-heap. 

This is the assumption for non-rentable steps. Utilization of wood chip should been done 

several years ago, when the wood mining was growing. (44) 

 

Funds acquisition 

As mentioned in the chapter “Strengths”, the company is successful in funds 

acquisition. The national strategic reference framework for the period of 2007-2013 enables 

the company to submit projects for other financial sources from European funds. The best 

opportunity is to request the sources from the European agriculture fund for rural 

development, where should be allocated almost 2bil. €. According to Ministry of 

Environment and Ministry of Agriculture and rural development of Slovak republic, 

operational programmes Environment and Rural development there are currently (8.8.2011) 

any relevant calls, but the company should check the internet portals of ministries, to have 

the opportunity gain additional financial sources. (39) (40) (41) 

 

Apiculture 

The company‟s management has been thinking about other field of performance as 

forestry is. The apiculture, production of honey has been the idea that has been considered 

as realistic opportunity. However, until presence it is not performed. According to 
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company‟s director explanation, the company should focus on current problems, not to 

evoke others. (44) 

Regarding this idea, opportunities for company and manager‟s explanation it is 

important to look at all of them critically. The honey production is definitely different to 

wood mining. Additional investment inputs would be required. Consequently, probably one 

new employee would be necessary, too. (44) 

However, as several theories explain, companies have to progress, because they will 

lose their position in the market and will be step behind their competitors. (22) Apiculture 

evokes various threats, such as illnesses of bees, the amount of production, robberies, etc. 

but the company could base on good relations with potential employees it already has. As 

the chief economist expressed, many people in region are able to run the apiaries for LML, 

because they do not have financial sources to run them in their own. On the other hand they 

have know-how that is necessary for apiculture. (44) 

The idea of apicultures seems to be acceptable, because it does not need as much 

inputs as production of biomass, it is perspective for longer time and it does not require so 

enormous innovation.  Consequently, the company could offer self-made honey to hunters 

coming, what would increase brand-name of the company. The disadvantage of this 

opportunity is that it would be the investment with low added value.  These estimations are 

based on head economist research already done. Nevertheless, the data and numbers were 

not offered the author to explain it deeper. The apiculture issue was just explained during 

the consultation.  

 

Ornamentals 

Ornamentals, mainly nurselings of small trees could be the other field for company‟s 

evolvement. The company dispose of free areas for ornamentals cultivation and 

simultaneously it has the asset of know-how in nurselings farming. The production of these 

nurselings would have the advantage against other already sold in markets. Ornamentals 

sold in commercial retails are in common plant out in far region and further distributed to 
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various locations in Europe. The major producer of ornamentals is China that more than 10 

times multiplied the production within last 25 years. Look at the figure 10 below.  LML 

could focus on small market where are similar nature conditions as in Levoca‟s 

countryside. The nurselings would be more adaptive. The production of these can be 

considered as the opportunity how to spread the firm‟s portfolio. (24) (44) 

 

 

Figure 10: China‟s Production of Ornamentals (24) 

 

Rent of machines 

As the company‟s production will decrease in future period, the capacity utilization 

will decrease, too. The company dispose of non-common technology that could be offered 

for short-time rent. The first category is vehicles. The firm owns lorries and pick-ups as 

well as lorry for people transportation. All these are quite specific in the region and if they 

are not used they could be rent to individuals. The same it could be in case of machines, 

such as power saws, lumber-mills or similar. This opportunity is based on low capacity 

utilization of the firm assets. (45) 
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Auctions 

Previously mentioned company‟s opportunities can be characterised as investment 

projects (except rent of machines). All of them could move the company to other markets 

and to diversify the products portfolio. The realisation should be based on firstly elaborated 

deep analyses.  

Financial saves is one extra area that offers the company an opportunity. The field 

of cost cut could be realised by auctions and public procurement. Auctions are often 

perceived as the most transparent tool. The wood price would be up-to-date and set by 

market demand if the auctions were adopted. This could bring the company higher earnings 

and transparency that is relevant by town owned company. (38) 

 

2.3.4 Threats 

Natural disasters and fires 

One of the most significant threats for forestry companies are natural disasters such 

as meteorological disasters, droughts and floods. Large fires are also dangerous and highly 

potential, mainly during longstanding droughts. The company has to face these problems 

yearly what evokes additional financial expenses and organisational problems. As 

mentioned previously the worst wind calamities were in years 2001 and 2004. 

 

Prices of wood 

The market with wood products has been very fluctuating within last years. The 

worst for the company was year 2009, when the average price of wood has dropped down 

to 32.26 €/m
3
 against 41.25€/m

3
 in 2008. It is more than 20% decrease of prices in one 

year. In 2010 the prices increased back to 40.32€/m
3
. These numbers show how the market 

with wood products is instable, what represents extensive problem for forest industry 

companies. (46) 
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Political instability 

The threat regarding political instability can be split into two groups. The first is the 

instability of the government and business environment. The company has to face frequent 

law changes and restrictions. It makes a problem for the company, because plans for forest 

cares are elaborated for decades, not just 4years periods. (42)  

The second group is the policy in municipality. It also changes every 4 years, what 

brings various views on the company‟s performance. Other customers are preferred by 

town‟s representatives often. Consequently, the company becomes hostage of higher 

interests. According to this, municipality may make LML a cash-cow and does not look at 

long-term prosperity of forests. (44) 

 

EU restrictions 

The last recognised field of threats is related to the European Union. The 

environmental policy of EU is very large and based on strict code. The nature is 

superordinated to other business interests and often it is in contradict to company‟s actual 

needs.  

The following example shows how the company had to deal with European policy 

in past. As mentioned previously, some forests in Levoca‟s surrounding were destroyed by 

wind. Consequently, the wood from these areas had to be mined. But this area should be 

declared as protected birds landscape. It needed much lobbying with ministry officers and 

environmental experts to prolong non-protected area. (44) 
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2.3.5 Summary of SWOT analysis 

 

Figure 11: LML SWOT Analysis  

 

The figure shows complexly the results and findings of SWOT analysis. The final 

chapter of this thesis will offer recommendations for the company, with focus on firm‟s 

weaknesses and opportunities. 

2.4 Value Chain analysis 

The following chapter offers author‟s critical analysis of Lesy Mesta Levoca, spol. s 

r.o. competitiveness. The whole analysis leads off from author‟s knowledge of complex 

production processes within the company. Due to this it is difficult to reference all articles.  

The firm can be classified as the production company, what is assumption for 

brighter classification of processes related to the company‟s competitive position. The 

analysis is being based on Porter‟s value chain model described in theoretical part of this 

master‟s thesis.  
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According to previously explained company‟s production, the analysis will be split 

on nursery and wood exploitation line of business. Both processes vary in certain phases 

what requires separated views. All areas will be ranked by up to maximum 5 stars. The 

evaluation will be based on author‟s critical view. The following legend expresses the 

meaning of each category. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.1 Primary Activities 

Inbound logistics 

The field of inbound logistics differs against the most of production companies, 

where supply chain is often based on delivery of raw materials.  

Nursery 

The production of nurselings requires two key inputs different from other 

businesses; seeds and water. Supplies of seeds are based on self-service. The company‟s 

employees gather them in forests yearly. This may be evaluated as proper approach to 

decimate costs. Simultaneously the company may adjust the amount of seeds according to 

actual demand.  

Ranking:  

 

The next group of inputs are water and fertilizers. The company had built water 

reservoir close to its nursery. It is more effective than to pump the water from public water-

 

The company has the competitive advantage 

 

The company does not have competitive advantage / disadvantage 

 

The company has some issue regarding competitiveness 

 

The company has competitive disadvantage 

 

The company is significantly behind its competitors 
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supply. This can be perceived also as a proper solution regarding company‟s business 

against its competitors. It significantly decreases the production costs. 

Ranking:  

Wood Exploitation 

Primary inputs for wood exploitation are human capital, technology and forest. The 

company has to ensure suitable workforce. The steps in the field of inbound logistics can be 

perceived as relevant. The company employs just 23 people on full time relation. 

According to seasonal production it is more efficient, because the company does not have 

to pay salaries in the period of vegetal silence. The just problem is insufficient amount of 

qualified people. 

Ranking: 

The machinery used in the production process seems to be crucial for the 

effectiveness. But, the technology level can be understood in two separate lines. In the first 

one, the company ensures the technology in its own. That means renting of machines or 

outsourcing of some production processes. As mentioned in SWOT analysis it is the 

strength of the company against other competitors.  

Ranking: 

However, the second line, the processes that are performed by sole traders or 

seasonal workers are interconnected with outworn machines. The company does not offer 

power saws, tractors, etc. to seasonal traders. The machines are in sole traders‟ ownership. 

This could be understood as a weakness of the company, because nothing stimulates for 

purchase of modern machinery. The lowest ranking is not set because the same problem 

have also other companies.  

Ranking:  

The last and the basic production input is forest. It is what the company disposes 

and transforms to wood products. As Figure 12 shows, it can be understood as infinite loop, 

where it is not possible to define the start and to determine how the company gets forest. It 
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is necessary to look at it as on the flow of processes and operations that finally offer the 

company its asset. The circle captures the company‟s operations that will be analysed in 

next articles. These are required to undergo to get the forest as an input for next production.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Forest Farming (Author‟s proposal) 

 

Operations 

As set in the beginning of Value Chain analysis, the investigation is split into two separated 

lines. This character continues. 

Nursery 

The production of nurselings is based on its inputs seeds, water and field and others. 

The process of field preparation is highly mechanised. The company farms the land by 

various machines, mainly tractors with adaptive devices. This cannot be perceived as a 

competitive advantage. The purpose is that companies in forest industry own the similar 

technology and any of them landscape it manually. The process of seeding is performed 

manually by seasonal workers. There exist various mechanisms for automatic seeding, what 

could be implemented in the seeding process. In comparison to other companies it can be 

understood as a competitive disadvantage.  

Ranking: 

Silviculture

Wood 
expoitation

Yielding
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The other step in nursery is farming of nurselings. It includes irrigation, fertilization 

and perpetuation. The irrigation is based on water reservoir, what as was mentioned offers 

the company the competitive advantage. Fertilization and perpetuation are performed 

manually. In relation with seeding these processes could be performed automatically. 

However it would need the entry investment on every area. In long-term view, the company 

would dispose machinery also for eventual project - production of ornamentals, what was 

explained in SWOT analysis as an opportunity. Presently, lack of the machinery in nursery 

is perceived as a substantial disadvantage. 

Ranking:  

The last step in nursery is harvesting. It is collected manually and consequently 

stored in snow caches. Based on interviews with company‟s director, the collection cannot 

be automated, because it requires selection of mature nurselings, not all plants. It means 

that majority of competitors producing nurselings do it manually, so it is not competitive 

advantage neither disadvantage. 

Ranking: 

Wood Exploitation 

According to the Figure 12, the wood production is based on three steps. All these 

are parallel in the company at once. They just differ by the area performed in. Yielding can 

be understood wider than it is called. Firstly, the company needs to prepare an area for 

seeding. The company has started to cooperate with external company that clears an area by 

machines for this purpose. The area cleared of brushwood and tree trunks is consequently 

forested manually. The firm is the one of few organizations in region that started to use 

mechanised clearing. This enables the company to shorten the circle in the phases of 

yielding what leads to its competitive advantage. 

Ranking: 

The phase of silviculture is the longest process. It varies from kind to kind of 

inbarks. According to the directors explanation it takes more than 25 years at least. The 

silviculture is based on manual control and steps that are in whole industry very similar 
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with small differences. Increase of effectiveness in this phase is the subjects for 

professionals from the forest industry. Author of this diploma thesis does not possess the 

knowledge related this area. 

Ranking:  observation out of range 

The last postulated phase in the circle is wood exploitation. The company works in 

two various modes. The first is own production. The sawyers are hired for wood mining. 

As mentioned previously they use their own machines and horses to get the wood. It is the 

old and difficult process because the workers have to adjust to every condition like a 

terrain, inbarks, etc. are. On the other side, this approach is relatively cheap. Ranking is set 

in accordance with costs and level of automation. As other companies use same approach, 

the company does not have any competitive advantage neither disadvantage. 

Ranking: 

The second mode is mining by high sophisticated machines harvesters and 

forwarders. These are automated machines that dispose of saw and also trailer. It enables to 

mine the wood directly in demanded lengths. Such an approach is much shorter than the 

first one, but the technology is expensive. Therefore the company has decided to hire the 

company to mine the wood using this approach. The purpose was that LML does not have 

so high financial reserves to make an investment to harvester. Consequently the overheads 

would be also high. Company has also decided to make a trade with the same company in 

2009, when LML sold the whole production of wood in the certain area. The interesting 

fact is that the company had to exploit it itself. The price was lower, but it enabled to save 

the mining costs, costs on personnel, and the production time. The mixture of all these 

aspects brought the company a competitive advantage. 

Ranking: 

To sum up the phase of wood exploitation, the company started to use the modern 

technology available on the market. Just the biggest competitors like Lesy SR, s.p. or 

Mestske Lesy Kosice, a.s. have implemented this approach. According to the author‟s 
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phone research, any small sized company does not use harvesters in the production. It can 

be perceived as high professional approach of the company in its limits and resources. 

 

Outbound logistics 

Nursery 

Nursery is oriented mainly to ensure products for company itself. Just minimum of 

the production is sold further. There occurs the question of storage. Major proportion of 

nurselings goes directly to yielding. Surplus is stored in snow caches for another season. 

The company has built several such stores. The firm could also buy fridges for nurselings. 

However it would need other investments what is irrelevant seeing that the snow caches 

work properly. Fridges could be the proper if the company would start an ornamentals 

project. Usually other companies also do not own fridges, so the company does not dispose 

of any advantage or disadvantage. 

Ranking:  

Wood exploitation 

The line of wood exploitation and outbound deliveries is wide issue. The company 

disposes of several manipulation stocks of which number changes regarding production. 

One central stock is located in area of firm‟s headquarters. At once it is located close to 

railway. The deliveries of wood to its customers can be split to two groups. The first is that 

wood is loaded in manipulation stock in forest and delivery is signed by a forester. Other 

case is that the deliveries are processed by cargo transportation on railways. The wood is 

manipulated to the central stock close to company and consequently loaded on trains. The 

competitive advantage of the company is based on location near to railway. According to 

director‟s explanation, transportation by rail cargo is the cheapest form of deliveries for the 

company. (44) The other companies do not dispose of the warehouses in such a location 

what increases the costs on transportation and consequently the whole price of the products.  

Ranking: 
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Marketing and Sales 

Marketing and Sales is connected to both previously mentioned lines: nursery as 

well as wood exploitation. This requires one complex view on both. 

Central European market with wood is quite specific market. As it was explained in 

SWOT analysis, marketing and sales are usually based on key accounts and long-term 

relations with customers. Director of the company is responsible for contracts. Mainly the 

period of financial crisis was based on these good relations, when the company cooperated 

with its time-proven customers. The crucial was not to lose them because the prices were 

very low. The company has its key customers what can be perceived as a competitive 

advantage for firms in forestry. However the author did not have internal materials of 

LML‟s competitors that would capture their trade partners. Based on this ranking would not 

be objective. 

Ranking: unavailable sources 

Another competitive advantage for companies in forestry can be in auctions. This 

was also identified as the opportunity for LML. The firms may publish its products, what 

would eventually increase the prices. At least, the prices would reflect actual demand in the 

market. The company has not implemented the auction system, yet. This can be perceived 

as the opportunity for future term. Simultaneously it would increase the portfolio of 

partners and publicity of the company. The transparency is highly valued activity in present 

business. According to other competitors browsing, some of them have already 

implemented auctions system, e.g. Lesy SR, s.p. (37) Thus, this area can be perceived as a 

competitive disadvantage for LML. 

Ranking:  

Service 

The area of services as was identified by Michael Porter in his book Competitive 

advantage (1985) can be perceived in good relations between long term partners in forest 

industry. Usually in this industry any additional services are not offered. 
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2.4.2 Support Activities 

Seeing that the supportive actions are connected to all company‟s processes, the 

analysis will not be divided into two lines as it was during analysis of primary activities. 

 

Infrastructure and Human Resource Management 

According to previous explanation, the company can be classified as small 

company. The organizational structure and system is clear. On the other side it seems to be 

insufficient. The company does not possess any intercompany code of practice or similar. 

The organizational structure and roles of employees are set clearly, but the structure does 

not specify communication channels among divisions and sales department.  

Based on explained organizational structure and processes within, most of 

responsibilities are on director‟s arms. This can be perceived as relative disadvantage, 

because the director could focus more on other execution, e.g. projects realization, 

coordination, control etc. Human resources management is not developed in this company. 

In case new employee is needed, the applicants speak directly with director. There is any 

process of training, compensation system etc. The company‟s culture in this field is very 

low, what consequently is presumption for uncomfortable work environment. The 

competitors in the industry vary. The infrastructure and HR are developed differently. 

Usually it is based on the size of the company. However, according to author‟s knowledge 

of core competitors, the most of have similar defaults as LML. But, some of them are also 

step forward. 

Ranking: 

 

Technology development 

As mentioned in SWOT analysis, the use of technology in the company is on high 

level. The company disposes of big competitive advantage in comparison to other similar-

sized companies. The most important are use of GPS locators, harvesters and forwarders, 
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and in future probably also Geographical Information Systems. The other competitive 

advantage of the company is also continuous process of roads building.  

Ranking:  

2.4.3 Summary of Value chain analysis 

The following figure is based on previous Value chain analysis. It shows the 

company‟s areas, where it disposes by a competitive advantage, as well as problematic 

areas. The last chapter of the thesis will offer the recommendations how to improve the 

current state. 

    

 

 

Own production 

of seeds 
Harvesting 

Seasonable 

workers 

Farming of 

landscape 

Farming of 

nurselings 

Reservoir Sawyers  HR Auctions 

Machinery and 

technology 
Storage    

Yielding     

Location     

Table 1: Value Chain Results 

2.5 Porter five forces model 

The analysis of competitiveness influences will be offered on Porter 5 forces model 

basis in this chapter. Similarly to ranking in previous chapter, the ranking system will be 

adopted also within this analysis. The legend below expresses the ranking of each force 

influence. The evaluation will be based on author‟s findings. 
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 Low Influence 

 Medium-High Influence 

 High Influence 

 

2.5.1 Bargaining Power of Buyers 

The customers in the chain of forest industry are wood-working companies. These 

are diversified to a great extent. Regarding this analysis the most significant varieties are in 

size and field of production. Other differences will not be taken into account.  

The company‟s basic partners are captured in the following table.  

Foreign companies Slovak companies 

Kronospan CZ (CZE) Pro Populo 

Inveszt (Hungary) Di Mihalik 

ZPUH (Poland) JO-TEL 

 Kronospan SK 

 Pilex 

 Energomer 

 Timber 

 Drevex 

 ALBA 

Table 2: LML‟s Partners 
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Currently, the customers buy major company‟s product- calamite wood in III.C 

category. The market with this product is large and its differentiation is low. That is an 

assumption for high possibility to change the supplier by a customer. It means that the 

bargaining power of buyers is high what forces prices down.  

However, the opposite factor to previous aspect is buyers‟ concentration. There are 

many various potential companies in the regional or even cross-border area. Any of them 

has the major position that could eliminate its competitor. (45) This performs like dragging 

of buyers bargaining power down. But if the company wants to make a business on its 

long-term partners this factor is irrelevant. 

The third analyzed area is field of switching costs. The buyers may simply to 

change the supplier. High switching costs in this industry have not been recognized. The 

field of stove wood has different tendency in contrast to previous trade. The customers are 

individuals who buy products in small amounts. Their bargaining power is low because 

they buy just minimal percentage of firm‟s production. The other reasons of their low 

bargaining power are high costs on transportation. It would be uneconomic to ferry stove 

wood, of what price is very low in comparison to fuel. In the last year the price fluctuated 

around 30€/m
3
. The average costs on transportation are 0,15€/km. According to this, the 

price for transportation in 100km distance would be approx. additional 30€ (two-way). 

(author‟s survey) 

Total ranking:  

 

Threat of Substitutes 

Wood is natural product, the commodity that cannot be replaced by any other 

natural or synthetic product. Understandably, just in case of wood requirement. However, 

substitutes issue can be identified in this field, too. It is among different quality classes - 

assortments. The wood with better value can substitute the product with lower. But, the 

threat of this substitute is low. The purpose is that a buyer has in common lower inclination 

to the product he does not need for his production. The second aspect is the higher price of 
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upper class assortment. The substitution cannot be applied viceversa (assortment from 

lower class compensates wood from upper one).  

Ranking:  

 

Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

According to Value Chain analysis and explained infinite loop in forest silviculture, 

the company does not have suppliers of its core input- wood. The company produces it 

itself so it is irrelevant to speak about bargaining power of suppliers. The only field 

regarding suppliers that can be analysed is machinery and technology. The focus can be on 

the external organization that provides harvesting services. Concentration of companies 

providing this kind service is low. Even the company hired for wood minin is settled in 

Czech Republic. The eminent position is prerequisite for high bargaining power. 

Ranking:  

 

Barriers to Entry 

New entrants are highly improbable in the forest industry. The statement is based on 

limited natural resources. Forests can be classified as biotic renewable natural resources. 

These are split among organizations that are responsible for farming in them. It is not 

possible to enlarge the forested areas and to establish a new unit that would operate with it. 

Based on this explanation, the threat of new entrants is slender or none.  

Ranking: 

 

Industry Rivalry 

The last and the widest area of Porter‟s five forces model is industry rivalry. As 

mentioned in previous section, the forestry contains of number companies that produce 
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wood of various qualities and assortments (45). That is the main assumption for high 

rivalry between companies. Regarding the theory of the Porter model, it is proper to go 

through other postulates, too. Slow market growth can be identified in forestry as well. 

From time to time foreign company purchases the Slovak unit and invest into it, but the 

number of companies does not increase rapidly. The purpose of low new investments is in 

high initial costs. Exit of company‟s performance is not relevant. Always has to be the unit 

that will cover forest silviculture. However, the exit costs could be identified. It is the 

position, when the shareholder would sell the forest. In this connection, the town Levoca 

would lose societal value of forests what is inadmissible. 

Ranking:  

 

2.6 Analysis of financial situation 

The analysis of financial situation is based on financial statements elaborated during 

the period from 2004 till 2010. The statements have been offered by financial department 

of Lesy Mesta Levoca, spol. s r.o. Analysis is focused not just on yearly values, but also 

quarterly. The purpose is seasonable production of the company. 

 

2.7 Analysis of absolute indices 

2.7.1 Balance sheet trend analysis 

Analysis of assets 

Horizontal analysis of assets comes out of annual data yearly. Total assets have 

been growing every year with maximum in 2005, when it jumped at almost 60%. The 

growth of assets was not so dramatic during next periods. However, the growth in 2007 was 

almost as high as in 2005 in absolute numbers. The relative change was just 31.31% against 

59.34% in 2005.  
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Table 3: Trend Analysis of Assets 

 

The low increase is based on dramatic decrease of short term receivables in 2006 

(minus 53.14%), decrease of equipment in 2008 (minus 39.46%) and decrease of 

equipment (minus 35.58%) with inventory (minus 24.79%) in 2009. The most significant 

factors of growth were increase of buildings value in 2005 (44.43%). The major changes 

stimulating growth of assets were increases of values in bank accounts; 791.310€ in 2007 

and 522.392€ in 2010. The basic trend captured is the growth of total assets during all 

analysed years, what can be perceived positive in contrast to worldwide and industrial crisis 

in last three years. 

 

Analyses of liabilities 

Balance sum of assets and liabilities is equal, thus the development of total 

liabilities is identical to development of total assets.  

 

Liabilities (€) 
IV.Q 2005 –  
IV.Q 2004 

IV.Q 2006 –  
IV.Q 2005 

IV.Q 2007 – 
 IV.Q 2006 

IV.Q 2008 – 
 IV.Q 2007 

IV.Q 2009 – 
 IV.Q 2008 

IV.Q 2010 –  
IV.Q 2009 

Δ % Δ % Δ % Δ % Δ % Δ % 

Total liabilities 612 195 59,34 121 988 7,42 552 911 31,31 255 958 11,04 235 625 9,15 460 168 16,37 

Equity 113 722 37,41 114 253 27,35 67 350 12,66 17 161 2,86 32 031 5,20 31 378 4,84 

Debt 343 524 47,21 -68 313 -6,38 508 133 50,67 261 468 17,30 -6 476 -0,37 270 284 15,31 

Accruals 154 916 100,00 76 080 49,11 -22 572 -9,77 -22 671 -10,88 210 070 113,09 158 505 40,04 

Table 4: Trend Analysis of Liabilities 

 

Assets (€) 

IV.Q 2005 – 
 IV.Q 2004 

IV.Q 2006 –  
IV.Q 2005 

IV.Q 2007 – 
 IV.Q 2006 

IV.Q 2008 – 
 IV.Q 2007 

IV.Q 2009 – 
 IV.Q 2008 

IV.Q 2010 – 
 IV.Q 2009 

Δ % Δ % Δ % Δ % Δ % Δ % 

Total assets 612 195 59,34 121 988 7,42 552 911 31,31 255 958 11,04 235 625 9,15 460 168 16,37 

Fixed assets 223 860 53,98 33 426 5,23 27 086 4,03 -99 549 -14,24 142 814 23,82 148 529 20,01 

Current assets 387 473 63,11 86 835 8,67 525 227 48,26 353 847 21,93 90 480 4,60 313 416 15,23 

Accruals 863 28,89 1 726 44,83 597 10,71 1 660 26,88 2 331 29,76 -1777,00 -17,48 
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The value of equity has grown every captured year, but the growth decelerated. The 

increase of equity was 37.41% in 2005. The major stimulator was high profit that increased 

at 162.65% against 2004. Profit in 2006 decreased at 13.99% and the trend of decrease was 

also next years. The profit started to grow again in 2010 when it increased at 18.99%.  

The increase or decrease of debt within the company was mostly influenced by 

creation of high reserves within the company. This factor significantly affected perception 

of company‟s indebtedness. The highest increase of reserves was in 2007, when it increased 

at 62.26% (435,504€). In following period the growth slowed down, but every year it was 

higher than 100,000€. In 2010 reserves reached 1,789,221€.  

According to company‟s debt, it is crucial to mention zero bank loans during whole 

analyzed period. It fundamentally influenced the risk for company. On the other side the 

company highly exploited payables what is the cheapest form of debt. Based on this it can 

be perceived as proper form of firms functioning. 

 

2.7.2 Trend analysis of profits & loss account 

According to first view on profit & loss account it is obvious that the company is 

manufacturing company. It has zero goods units all years. The added value of the company 

that is based on difference between production and consumption has been fluctuating all 

years up to 2008 and it is difficult to capture the trend. Maybe, there can be seen an 

influence of the crisis. In 2008 has started dramatic overflow of added value; minus 28.78% 

against rapid growth in 2007 (77.95%). The growth in 2007 was mainly influenced by sales 

of company‟s products (growth almost 45%). Decrease of added value in 2008 and 2009 

was based on decrease of company‟s sales, when it was minus 29.27% in 2008 and minus 

14.91% in 2009.  
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Table 5: Trend Analysis of P&L Account 

 

According to previous, net profit of the company had the identical development as 

added value, except year 2009, when it grew. The purpose was in growth of operating profit 

(56.82%). Financial and extraordinary gains did not have remarkable influence on total 

profit. 

2.7.3 Analysis of seasonality by profit and loss account 

 

Chart 1: Seasonality of Net Profits 

 

The chart one is based on profit values of four quarters in years 2004 – 2010. The 

purpose of seasonality analysis is that major LML‟s production is during the summer 
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Unit (€) 

IV.Q 2005 – 
IV.Q 2004 

IV.Q 2006 – 
IV.Q 2005 

IV.Q 2007 – 
IV.Q 2006 

IV.Q 2008 – 
IV.Q 2007 

IV.Q 2009 – 
IV.Q 2008 

IV.Q 2010 – 
IV.Q 2009 

Δ % Δ % Δ % Δ % Δ % Δ % 

Added Value 223 528 41,90 -92 910 -12,27 517 626 77,95 -340 039 -28,78 -302 771 -35,97 47 013 8,72 

Operating Profit 138 385 152,71 -41 360 -18,06 -94 769 -50,50 -30 306 -32,63 35 553 56,82 14 956 15,24 

Financial Profit -1 726 44,44 10 058 -179,29 15 170 341,04 12 879 65,65 -27 386 -84,27 3 200 62,61 

Net Profit 113 590 162,18 -25 659 -13,97 -68 214 -43,18 -22 771 -25,37 13 767 20,55 15 332 18,99 
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periods; let us say the period without snow and freeze, mainly during II., III. and partly in 

IV. quarters. 

The Chart 1 shows, that the highest profits are in I. quarters. The purpose of this is 

that the company has the lowest costs on material and services, even if the sales are not so 

high. The low values of profits are influenced in average by higher costs on material and 

services and lower sales in fourth quarters. 

 

Chart 2: Seasonality of Costs 

 

Chart 3: Seasonality of Sales 
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According to previous it is beneficial to look deeper at seasonality of costs and 

sales. As chart 2 shows, costs are the lowest in first quarters in comparison to other quarters 

when they grow. As mentioned previously, the major influence has costs of services. The 

seasonality of sales is not so clear as of costs. However, some trend can be captured as well. 

It is seen in fourth quarters. The volume of sales decrease yearly, but it depends on the 

firm‟s production. The low sales in 2004, 2008 and partly in 2009 are caused by low prices 

of wood in market. 

2.8 Percentage analysis of components 

2.8.1 Vertical analysis of assets 

Fixed assets fluctuated in range from 20% up to 40% during whole analyzed period. 

The biggest items of fixed assets, (approximately 20% of total assets) were tangible fixed 

assets - buildings. Its value was increasing from 280,000€ in 2004 up to 728,000 in 2010. 

This fact captures also an enlargement of the company even during the economic crisis. As 

mentioned previously, the company does not own forests and land under them. Thus, the 

value of land ownership was just around 60,000€, maximum 7% of total assets during the 

whole period. Intangible fixed assets created just less than 1% of total assets.  

 

 

Chart 4: Vertical Analysis of Assets 
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Current assets of the company reached from 60% up to 80% of total assets. The 

percentage of inventories was decreasing from 12% in 2004 down to 3.5% in 2010 in 

contrast to total assets. The major group of current assets was created by short term 

receivables and short term financial assets. The value of short term receivables decreased 

during the analyzed period. Short term receivables created more than 25% of total assets till 

II. quarter 2007. However, than it started to decrease and it was just 13.29% in IV. quarter 

2010.  

The development of short term financial assets was opposite to the development of 

short term receivables. The short term financial assets, mostly money in bank accounts 

have created 21.45% of total assets in I. quarter 2004. It was more than 32% in I. quarter  

2005. The percentage in contrast to total assets reached more than 50% in the end of 2007 

and beginning of 2008. The ratio to total assets stayed stable till the end of 2010, but the 

absolute value of finances in bank accounts increased to 1,819,220€ against 1,245,071€ in 

the end of IV. quarter 2007.  

2.8.2 Vertical analysis of liabilities 

Company‟s equity percentage to total liabilities fluctuated in range from 20.79% up 

to 30.13%. The major items that created firms equity were reserve funds and annual profits. 

The interesting change was in II. quarter 2006. The company increased its authorised 

capital from 6639€ to 49,791€. Thus, the percentage grew from 0.33% in I. quarter 2006 to 

2.62% in II. quarter 2006. However, as total liabilities were growing, the ratio of authorised 

capital to total liabilities was decreasing. The other change of authorised capital was done 

also in III. Quarter 2009. The reason for this change was establishment of Euro currency in 

Slovakia in 2009. The change was minimal, the company just round it up to 50,000€. 

According to previous, it is proper to look deeper on major items of firm‟s equity. 

The main items of company‟s equity are contingency funds, mostly corporate funds. The 

minimal percentage of corporate funds is 12.92% in IV. quarter 2005, what represents 

212,441€. The percentage of corporate funds was growing in following years with its 

maximums in 2008 and 2009. The annual profits are the last most significant items of 

firm‟s equity that can be shown. The company was reaching highest ratios of profits in 
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years 2004, 2005 and 2006 with its top in 2005 (11.17%). However the percentage 

decreased and it was not higher than 4% in next period, even just 2.94% in 2010.  

 

 

Chart 5: Vertical Analysis of Liabilities 

 

According to chart 5, the higher proportion of company‟s debt was obvious. It 

fluctuated in range of 56.79% in 2006 up to 70.53% in 2004. In average it was around 63%, 

similar to years 2009 and 2010. The major item of debt, but also assets as whole, were 

reserves (provisions). Usually, the company created reserves higher than 50% of total 

liabilities. The second significant item of company‟s debt, are short term payables. These 

were fluctuating more than provisions. It reached minimum 5.87% in 2009 and maximum 

22.13% in 2005. Chart 3 shows also the creation of accruals within the company, deferred 

revenues. They reached up to 20% in whole analysed period. 

2.8.3 Vertical analysis of profits and loss account 

The sales of own products create 100% of all sales, thus it is crucial to say that LML 

is manufacturing company. The sales are set as basis in this vertical analysis. The 

production consumption creates from 70% up to 80% of total sales. The major aspect 

influencing increase of cost of sales was growth of costs on services. Service can be 

understood as payables of LML to town Levoca for rent of forests.  Services were almost 
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70% of total sales in 2010, when the town had problem with its own budget. The firm was 

cash-cow for the shareholder. Efficiency of production decreases in time, what 

consequently has the influence on company‟s added value. Personal expenses have 

decreased in time almost on half, so it can be perceived as positive trend. To sum up the 

company‟s financial performance it is proper to look at net profit. The company had until 

the year 2006 net profit percentage up to 6%. The decrease of net profit ratio to total sales 

is based on influence of crisis that had come to industry in 2007.  

 

 

Table 6: Vertical analysis of P&L Account 

 

2.9 Analysis of differential indices 

2.9.1 Net Working Capital 

Net working capital (NWC) is characterized by pair of charts. The chart 6 shows 

seasonality of the index and chart 7 shows its development during years 2004 – 2010. The 

seasonality of net working capital can be perceived in average as decrease or stability 

  IV Q 2004 IV Q 2005 IV Q 2006 IV Q 2007 IV Q 2008 IV Q 2009 IV Q 2010 

Revenues 102,74% 104,19% 102,84% 101,81% 104,02% 102,45% 103,50% 

Sales 
100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 

Production 
consumption 71,05% 76,02% 77,53% 70,10% 72,09% 78,42% 79,16% 

Material and 
Energy 11,28% 9,46% 10,65% 7,91% 8,98% 8,20% 9,76% 

Services 59,77% 66,56% 66,87% 62,19% 63,11% 70,21% 69,40% 

Added Value 31,69% 28,17% 25,31% 31,71% 31,93% 24,03% 24,34% 

Personal 
Expenses 26,76% 18,76% 21,86% 17,26% 22,95% 19,80% 15,93% 

Operating 
Profit 5,38% 8,52% 7,15% 2,49% 2,37% 4,38% 4,70% 

Financial Profit -0,23% -0,21% 0,17% 0,53% 1,23% 0,23% 0,35% 

Net Profit 4,16% 6,83% 6,02% 2,41% 2,54% 3,60% 3,99% 
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during second and third quarters with consecutive growth in fourth quarters. The purpose of 

this development is usually in lower current liabilities in fourth quarters.  

 

 

Chart 6: Seasonality of Net Working Capital 

 

Chart 7: Development of Net Working Capital 

 

The trend of NWC development is increasing. It was multiplied more than 4 times 

in the analysed period of 7 years. This development expresses that the company does not 

have unsecured debt. Simultaneously the company is able to meet its liabilities. The 

positive development is mostly due to increase of company‟s current assets. At once, the 
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company uses long term liabilities to fund its short term functioning what eliminates risk 

and is indicated as conservative approach. 

2.9.2 Net Available Assets 

Analysis of Net Available Assets (NAA) is captured in charts 8 and 9. The chart 8 is 

focused on seasonality of index. The trend of index is not easy to capture. However, it can 

be evaluated as stable during all analyzed years.  

 

Chart 8: Seasonality of Net Available Assets 

 

Chart 9: Development of Net Available Assets 
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The complex trend of NAA development can be evaluated as positive. The year 

2005 was significantly influenced by high volume of wood exploitation within the 

company what lead to higher short term liabilities. The drop of NAS to red numbers can be 

perceived as negative in 2005. But in short term view as it is in this case, it can be 

perceived positively. The company postponed its payables by what it gained cheaper 

financial resources for its production. In following years NAA increased rapidly what 

shows the company‟s ability to pay its liabilities without any problems. 

2.10 Ratio analyses 

2.10.1 Rentability ratios 

The following Table 7 and Chart 10 show the development of all analyzed 

rentability ratios in years 2004 – 2007. The individual ratios analyses will be explained in 

following articles. However, in this place it is proper to explain the trend of all indexes. The 

development of indexes was similar, what means rapid decrease of all indexes from year 

2006. In year 2009 it got settled, with very low increase in 2010.  

  2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

ROI 0,088 0,139 0,106 0,040 0,024 0,035 0,035 

ROA 0,068 0,112 0,089 0,039 0,026 0,029 0,029 

ROE 0,230 0,440 0,297 0,150 0,109 0,125 0,141 

ROS 0,042 0,068 0,060 0,024 0,025 0,036 0,040 

Table 7: Rentability Ratios Values 

 

Chart 10: Development of Rentability Ratios 
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ROI - Return on Investment analyses 

As explained, the trend of ROI index has decreasing tendency. This is influenced by 

one significant factor. It is that the company operated with highest profit in 2005 and in all 

following years it was decreasing. According to explanations in previous chapters, the 

company‟s liabilities were growing in all years.  

Based on this, the ROI ratio was decreasing. The top value in 2005 was 0.139, what 

can be evaluated as acceptable position. But the values in following years were deep under 

suggested values. It means that the company got low interest of its invested capital. In 

2008, when the crisis have influenced company the most, it was just 0.024, what is equal to 

2.4%. The usual bank interests are higher. In opposite to this it is proper to say that the 

company was established for forests‟ maintaining, not for profits maximization. 

 

ROA - Return on Assets 

The development of ROA is identical to previous ROI index. The values of this 

index are lower against ROI, because ROA formula is based on Net Profit, not profit before 

taxes. Balance values of assets and liabilities are coincident. The values of ROA are 

fluctuated in range from 2.6% in 2008 up to 11% in 2005. Industrial average values were 

not been available to author, however the trend is negative and the company should focus 

on efficiency of its assets utilization.  

 

ROE - Return on Equity 

Rentability of equity highly exceeds the rentability of total equity. It is perceived as 

positive state. The company operates with sufficient efficiency of its own equity utilization. 

The lowest value of ROE was in 2008. It dropped down to 10.9%. However, it started to 

grow slowly. The basis of this is in higher prices of wood in markets in 2010.  
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ROS - Return on Sales 

The development of Return on Sales has also decreasing development within 

analyzed period except last two years, when is captured low growth. The trend copies the 

crisis within the industry. The year 2005 represents the year with medium-high production 

and medium prices of wood in the industry. But the following years are represented as 

years influenced by crisis, mainly drop of wood prices. It led to decrease of company‟s net 

profits up to 2009. 

2.10.2 Liquidity Ratios 

The liquidity of LML is analysed by all three types of liquidity ratios explained in 

theoretical part of this diploma thesis. The total trend of liquidity is growing. The company 

faces two drops of liquidity within analysed period, in 2005 and 2010. The decrease of the 

most strict cash ratio in 2010 was just low what should not have a negative influence on 

company‟s ability to meet its liabilities. 

 

Chart 11: Development of Liquidity Ratios 
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had current liabilities. The decrease in 2005 was influenced by sharp growth of company‟s 

current liabilities. They grew because of higher production in 2005. 

In following years the company was increasing its cash from 361,000€ in 2005 up 

to 1.822.000€ in 2010. The current liabilities were slowly decreasing with a growth in 

2010, what caused repeated decrease of liquidity.  

To sum up this, the company‟s cash ratio was all years highly above value one, 

what represents that the company did not have any problems to meet its current liabilities. 

However, the values of cash are too high, what offers the field for investments with higher 

interests. 

Quick Ratio 

The trend of quick ratio was growing within whole analyzed period. The lowest 

value of quick ratio in 2005 did not exceed the minimal acceptable value, when the 

company would need to sell a part of inventories to meet its liabilities. Vice versa, it was 

much higher in other years. It reached more than 11.84 in 2009, what is ten times higher 

than suggested value. Regarding this, the company uselessly holds its financial resources 

that could be invested. On the other hand, in can be a competitive advantage by high 

fluctuation of wood prices in markets during unstable period. 

Current Ratio 

Current ratio also exceeds the suggested values. Current assets cover its liabilities 

more than 10 times in 2009 and 2010. To sum up this, the company does not have a 

problem to meet its liabilities. The problem is in useless capturing of financial resources. 

2.10.3 Debt Ratios 

Total Debt Ratio 

Total debt ratio has stable character during the whole analysed period. The values 

found are fundamentally higher than suggested figures. The average value of total debt ratio 

was 0.65. This can be perceived as highly risky. But it is crucial to emphasize, that the 
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company does not have any bank loans and current liabilities creates just less than 15% in 

average of total liabilities. The major part of liabilities is created of reserves, usually more 

than 50% of total liabilities. This aspect influences optically high total debt ratio, but it does 

not evokes so high risk. Reserves are formed because the company tries to keep money 

within the company, not to create high profit that would be taken into town‟s case.  

 

Chart 12: Development of Total Debt Ratio 

Equity Ratio 

The development of total equity ratio has decreasing trend. It could evoke the 

feeling of getting worth financial stability in the company. But it is not so true. It is 

influenced by two factors. The first is real decrease of sales in years 2008, 2009, 2010 and 

consequently decrease of net profit. The second is creation of high reserves as it was 

mentioned in previous article. Thus the development of Equity Ratio has decreasing 

character. However, in accordance to this, the financial stability should not be affected. 

 

Chart 13: Development of Equity Ratio 
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Interest Coverage Ratio 

Company LML does not have any liabilities with interest. According to this, it is 

not possible to use Interest coverage ratio because the denominator would be equal zero 

what is in contrast to mathematic rules. Thus, the value of interest coverage ratio can be 

perceived as maximum, because the company does not have to pay any interest. 

Debt Repayment Period 

The period in which the company would repay all its liabilities is in average 2 years. 

The average industrial amounts it reached in years 2004 and 2009, whilst in other years it is 

below 2.5 years. The significant decrease of the index is influenced by income of euro-

funds cash in years 2007 and 2010. 

 

Chart 14: Development of Debt Repayment Period 

 

Long term debt to total Assets Ratio 

The long term debt to total assets ratio seems to have decreasing trend. In average it 

fluctuates around 50% what is recommended value for all companies. It means that 

approximately 50% of LML‟s total assets were funded by long term debts. However these 

are mainly created by reserves what led to company‟s financial stability.  
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Chart 15: Long term debt to total Assets Ratio 

 

Financial Leverage Ratio 

The financial leverage ratio has growing character and it is higher than one. It 

means that the company maximizes its assets by lower own equity. However, according to 

financial leverage it is necessary to get back to zero loans. According to interviews with 

company‟s director, the philosophy is to eliminate any risk. The purpose is that company 

was founded just for forests maintenance, not for profit maximization. However, as was 

explained in SWOT analysis, the company could focus also on other areas of production. 

Then the bank loans would help the company to increase financial leverage and increase 

funding one of investment projects.   

 

 

Chart 16: Development of Financial Leverage Ratio 
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2.10.4 Efficiency Ratios 

Total Assets Turnover 

The total assets ratio compares sales and company‟s assets. The trend is decreasing, 

mainly from year 2008. The purpose of this decrease is in significant decrease of 

company‟s sales whilst total asset were growing.  Based on this, the efficiency of 

company‟s assets usage is low. The index should be analysed also in following years what 

would show the future development and trend. In case of future low values, the company 

should start to think about transformation of some assets and increase of their efficiency.  

 

 

Chart 17: Development of Total Assets Turnover 

 

Inventory Turnover and Days’ Sales in Inventory 

Chart 18 compares two interdependent ratios. Whilst the inventory turnover grows, 

the days‟ sales in inventory decrease. This is ideal state that the company should have -

maximization of inventories turnover. This proper aspect is reached by rapid decimalization 

of inventories within the company. The company decreased inventories at almost 50% in 3 

years (2007-2009).  The indexes have positive trend even if sales were decreasing from 

2008.  
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Chart 18: Development of Inventory Turnover and Days‟ Sales in Inventory 

Debtor’s days and Creditor’s days 

Chart 19 captures Debtor‟s days and Creditor‟s days indexes. Each company should 

try to minimize the first one and prolong the second one. As is shown in the chart, the 

debtor‟s days have a bit growing character. However the values over 60 days are too high. 

The money bounded in receivables could be invested in other areas with some interest that 

is zero in receivables.  

Creditor‟s days does not have ideal trend, too. They are slowly decreasing to values 

below 40 days. By prolonging payables the company would get a form of competitive 

advantage. It would get the cheapest form of financial resources. 

 

Chart 19: Development of Debtor‟s days and Creditor‟s days 
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2.10.5 System of indices analysis 

The company is operating in neutral situation in whole analysed period. The values 

of Z-score reach values from 2.46 in 2005 to 1.46. It can be evaluated as a functioning in 

the middle of grey area. The trend is decreasing what can be perceived as risky. However 

the Z-score is significantly influenced by high optical indebtedness of the company, what is 

not high in reality. In case of lower reserves accounting, the Z-score indexes would be 

much higher and the company would not be perceived so negatively.  

Values of IN01 and IN05 are adjusted to Czech and Slovak industries‟ conditions. 

The proper values are above 1.6. This value company reached in 2009, even in crisis period 

what can be evaluated as highly positive. Alike it was in Z-score analysis, the low values 

are influenced by high indebtedness.   

 

 

Chart 20: Development of Systems of Indices 
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3 Proposals and contribution of suggested solutions 

This chapter offers the company‟s management complex summary of issues found 

in its functioning. This has been also the aim of the master‟s thesis. The proposals for the 

company come out from the analyses elaborated. According to this, the proposals will be 

analogously differentiated by the focus of analysis. The first area analysed was 

organisational structure, processes within and their impact on Lesy Mesta Levoca, spol. s 

r.o. performance. The second area of proposals are be based on analysis of complex firm‟s 

business. The techniques used were SWOT analysis, Value Chain analysis and Porter five 

forces model. The last chapter of proposals is based on analysis of company‟s financial 

health. All three areas are interconnected and some proposals may intersect. 

3.1 Organizational structure issue 

As stated in the analysis, the company has implemented an organisational model 

that can be characterised as functional-divisional structure. The interesting point is that the 

company have been classified as small company and it already needs to be split into two 

divisions. However, this proper solution is based on its products exploited in two various 

areas. 

Share of responsibilities 

During the analysis of intra-company‟s processes the issue occurred in 

empowerment field. As mentioned in the analysis, the director is responsible for managing 

and control of firm‟s processes, contact with current partners as well as searching new 

customers. The problem has been detected as the resistance to share director‟s 

responsibilities on head of sale and referee of sale. 

The empowerment of contacting new customers and key company‟s partners to 

sales department would be beneficial for the company as whole as well as for the director. 

The time the director would gain could be transferred on other areas what would bring the 

company higher efficiency. This can be understood on following example. As mentioned in 

SWOT analysis the company faces corruption and high nepotism. The problem area is 
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control of employees. The more time the director would have, the more he could spend on 

controls in both divisions what would lead to decrease of corruption and nepotism. 

However, according to company‟s weaknesses, there occur several other areas that could be 

covered by put director‟s brain on. To sum up this recommendation, the share of 

responsibilities would lead to higher effectiveness within company‟s production processes. 

Share of information  

The second problem was firstly detected during interviews with company‟s 

management. It is the issue based on communication between department of sale and 

production department. As mentioned in previous chapters, both units have various 

organizational characteristic. The current state is that all information regarding production 

go up to the director who sorts outbound deliveries and sets responsibilities for department 

of sale. This could be solved by transmition of information below the director. That means 

to develop contact between general engineer and head of sale.  

The same problem occurs vice versa. The customer demands go directly from 

department of sale to director. The head of sale does not communicate with general 

engineer about actual demands but he refers it to director, who consequently sets the 

volume of exploitation to general engineer; sometimes even to forest engineers. All this 

knowledge refers to interviews with director. 

Seeing that the company does not dispose any code of practice, this is an area for 

improvement. Jones (2006) explains a code of practice as set of written rules which 

explains how people working in particular position should behave. It specifies also relations 

among positions. According to communication problem among departments, it would be 

recommended to elaborate such code of practice. It should ensure the company to clear 

communication channels and increase of transfer mode. Consequent there would be lower 

ratio of misunderstandings and higher efficiency of director‟s time management. 
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3.2 Organizational processes issues 

This chapter focuses on findings captured in SWOT analysis, Value chain analysis 

and Porter five forces model. All findings are positioned in contrast to company‟s rivals to 

secure or increase the competitive advantage.  

Before offering the first suggestion in this part it is proper to set the postulate based 

on relevant thesis. Markowitz defined portfolio selection theory in 1952. He divides 

portfolio selection into two stages. The first stage starts with observation and experience 

and ends in beliefs about future performances. The second stage starts with relevant beliefs 

about future performances and ends with choose of portfolio. (19) 

Recommendations for the company come out of its major problem, its narrow 

portfolio. As mentioned, the company works mainly with spruce inbarks that were farmed 

as monocultures. The first suggestion for the company is to continue in farming of mixture 

inbarks as the company performs in last years. It will have the consequence on the 

production of various products in the future. This suggestion is based on the theory of 

portfolio selection, especially on the first stage. The second stage is more-less the area for 

foresters. The author does not dispose of the forest issue knowledge which specifies the 

portfolio. 

The next recommendation is also connected to LML‟s narrow portfolio. As 

mentioned in analytical part of this master‟s thesis, the forest farming is an infinite loop 

without the start. As the monocultures have been farmed for long years, nowadays the 

company keeps mainly spruce inbarks. These were destroyed by various calamites in last 

decade. This resulted in decrease of production of wood as well as scrap-heap.  

According to company‟s opportunities and management‟s ideas the following 

conclusion is offered. Seeing that the company will have to face decrease of production 

also in following years (look 2.3.2 SWOT analysis- “Decrease of production”) the company 

should stop consideration of investment project for production of biomass. The volume of 

inputs for biomass will decrease what could lead to non-refunding of the investment. The 

investment calculations were not offered to the author of the thesis however there has been 

identified high risk of this project. 
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On the other hand, the company should enrich its portfolio sooner than it will be 

able to mine new inbarks. Two areas of opportunities have been identified, however just 

one of them will be recommended the company.  

The first opportunity for the company is apiculture. The author perceives this as 

project with low added value and high risk. It means that he does not recommend it the 

company in short period. The explanation is as follows. Prices of honey fluctuate highly in 

time.  The purpose is in various production of honey in concrete year. The second problem 

connected this is the high risk of bees sicknesses and robberies. To sum up this, it means, 

the company cannot expect realistic future incomes from this business because they are 

highly variable. Finally, the honey production would be just low percentage of all 

company‟s incomes if realised.  

Explanations connected with honey production are based on author‟s interview with 

his fellow tradesman who produces honey in Levoca‟s countryside. 

The recommendation for the company is not to release the apiculture project in 

short time because of current instability within the markets. 

The second, more optimistic investment project that could be recommended the 

company is the production of ornamentals. The company disposes the crucial production 

factors needed
6
 for this business. It owns proper land for the investment.  The labour can be 

understood as employing the engineer who has critical knowledge of nurselings farming. 

The capital for this investment is wide. However LML owns several machines that could be 

beneficial in the beginning of the project. But the machinery is also a weakness of the 

company. It will be explained in next articles. 

The recommendation for the company is to elaborate calculation and business plan 

for this project, what would discover its real possibility to release. 

The following article offers the recommendations for the company based on Value 

chain analysis outputs. As mentioned above, one of critical areas is machinery within 

nursery. The company has significant competitive disadvantage in this area. However, in 

                                                 
6
 Production factors are: Land, Labor, Capital (13) 
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contrast to this, it can produce nurseling much cheaper than are market prices. According to 

financial health of the company, it is recommended the company to decrease its reserves 

and to purchase machines for this purpose. It would improve its position before 

ornamentals production. 

Final recommendation for the company has non-investment character. It is release 

of auction system. It would influence firm‟s transparency as well as it would affect on 

actual purchasing prices. However there are in contrast to auctions long-term partnerships 

with customers. The company should consider this proposal.  

3.3 Financial health issues 

During evaluation of the company‟s financial position were found several 

insufficiencies, as well as inactiveness of its potential. Their elimination would have a 

beneficial influence on the company‟s functioning. However, most of following 

recommendations would lead into higher risk, what is in contrast to shareholders and 

management‟s willingness. The conservative approach is the primary characteristics of 

company‟s funding and performing. 

The first area for improvement is liquidity. The company binds high proportion of 

its financial resources not effectively. The liquidity indices are too high. The company 

should redistribute these sources. The optimal would be realization of one of previously 

mentioned investment projects or purchase of machinery. The additional financial sources 

could be gained also by bank loans. The issue of company‟s debt will be showed in next 

articles.  

Seeing the possibility of next financial crisis (august 2010) various problems may 

occur. It is high risky for the company to release an investment project, but by non-

problematic conditions in world economy it would be the recommendation for the LML. 

In case of next economic crisis, the company may exploit high volumes of financial 

sources to overcome the prolonging debtor‟s days. The possibility of prolonging time when 

debtors should pay may occur. To sum up previous, the company owns too high volumes of 
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financial resources that are used ineffectively. It is recommended to invest them to 

machinery, if the future period will not bring next crisis. 

According to previous high liquidity and investment opportunities, it is necessary to 

point out company‟s indebtedness. The indebtedness seems to be too high, but it does not 

evoke similarly high risk for the company, because reserves create up to 70% of total 

liabilities. On the other hand, as mentioned, bank loans are zero. The recommendation for 

the company is to ask for a loan which would help to fund an investment project in the 

company. This would increase the influence of the financial leverage and the better return 

on investment would be reached. 

As was consulted during the elaboration of this master thesis with head economist, 

the management is conscious of leverage ratio issue. However, they were asked by 

shareholder not to undergo any risk if it is not necessary. But, if the company wants to 

diversify its portfolio in future period and to have financial sources for farming new forest 

along decreasing production it should start to think about enlargement.  

Another recommendation for the company is related to its receivables and payables. 

The analysis discovered not favorable trend regarding this issue. The company should start 

to push on its customers, to pay earlier for their payables. On the other hand company could 

try to postpone its payables by what it would get the cheapest form of money.  

Finally, the company is in good condition. The major problem is just low potential 

utilization. However, it can be understood as company‟s strategy- not to undergo risks. This 

helped the company in 2008-2010. It did not fall into serious financial problems that would 

influence its future performance. Thus, the company is possible to fund its investment 

projects immediately after crisis and to gain other competitive advantage. 
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Conclusion 

The aim of this master‟s thesis was to elaborate a critical analysis of Lesy Mesta 

Levoca, spol. s r.o. performance. The work should review firm‟s business background, its 

strategy, behaviour, and consequently analyse its financial health by usage of common 

financial analysis tools. According to findings of analyses, the proper recommendations for 

the company‟s management should be proposed.  

Several satisfactory or non-satisfactory facts were detected within the analysis. The 

company‟s functioning is significantly limited by shareholder‟s conception of its strategy. 

The major requirement is the conservative approach eliminating risk in firm‟s business. 

This should secure the company‟s against negative external influences, e.g. decrease of 

products‟ prices on markets. The conservative approach results in partial utilization of 

firm‟s potential. 

The recommendations for the company come out of firm‟s position in the market. 

The analyses discovered the major issue that is company‟s narrow portfolio of products. 

Regarding this, the company should diversify it. The opportunity is the production of 

ornamentals. It would lead to restrain of negative influences in the market with company‟s 

major commodity – wood. The area for company‟s potential utilization was detected 

mainly within its liquidity and indebtedness. LML could exploit its high financial resources 

and reserves to fund mentioned project. In the first phases was suggested purchase of 

machinery for nursery. Machinery was evaluated as the competitive disadvantage in LML. 

This investment could be additionally funded by foreign resources. Seeing that the 

company does have zero bank loans, it would lead to higher financial leverage effect. To 

sum up this recommendation, the company should elaborate the feasibility study and 

business plan before the release of the investment.  

The other recommendation for the company was release of auction system that can 

be perceived as non-investment project. It would have an effect of up-to-date prices in 

market and the company would gain higher transparency level. However, this proposal is in 

conflict with firm‟s strategy which shows that major customers are long-term partners. 
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The last proposal regarding company‟s strategy and finances is to prolonging of 

payments of payables and simultaneously press on customers, to pay receivables earlier. 

This would ensure the company proper management of short term financial resources. 

The organisational structure issue has occurred in LML, too. The company faces 

overwhelming of director responsibilities and unclear communication channels. The 

director should share part of his work to department of sale what would increase the 

effectiveness of his role as well as effectiveness in the whole company because of higher 

controlling. The second proposal for the company is elaboration of code of practice. The 

issue detected was in unclear communication among its divisions and department of sale. 

This proposal would increase the transfer mode, and decrease volume of 

misunderstandings. 

To summarize, the author accomplished his goals. This diploma thesis is the 

guidance for company‟s director, head economist and shareholder and offers valuable 

findings. It should help users to set firm‟s future development, its strategy for future period 

as well as to point out critical areas of its functioning. The work has had the external and 

critical character. It increases its value for users in contrast to internally elaborated 

analyses. 
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